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A b s t r a c t
Rossby-Haurwitz waves are large sinuous oscillations in  the atmosphere and oceans. 
These p lanetary waves owe their existence to the ro tation  and shape of the earth. They  
are an im portan t wave type for large-scale meteorological processes as they are dominant 
in determ ining the patterns of weather in  the middle latitudes.
Th is  thesis concerns the interactions o f these Rossby-Haurwitz waves w ith in  the 
framework of the vortic ity  equation for nondivergent planetary flow at second order. O f  
particular interest is the potential for generating zonal flow, i.e., large-scale atmospheric 
flow th a t occurs in  an east-west direction. Exam ining interactions at first order we distin­
guish between nonresonant interactions and resonant interactions. Resonant interactions 
are interactions where two Rossby-Haurwitz waves can create a th ird  Rossby-Haurwitz 
wave, which over tim e becomes as strong as the two prim ary  waves. The  necessary condi­
tions for resonant interactions to occur are derived. I t  is also shown th a t zonal flow waves 
cannot be produced at this order.
Exam in ing second order interactions it is shown th at zonal flow can now be generated 
by a mechanism th at disappears in  the ¡3—plane lim it. This is the central result of the 
thesis. Zonal flow can be generated through the exchange of energy w ith in  a triad , and 
this occurs at second order. The  amplitudes of the zonal flow terms are not affected until 
the second order equation. Detailed numerical results are presented underpinning the 
theoretical results.
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C h a p t e r  1
Introduction
1.1 T h e  aim  o f th e  thesis
This thesis progresses beyond first order interactions to examine second order interactions 
of Rossby-Haurwitz waves. In particular we want to investigate whether large-scale inter­
acting planetary waves can force zonal flow through a resonant interaction energy transfer 
mechanism. In this introduction we will discuss the work th a t will be done in the thesis, 
from the aims of the thesis through to its conclusions. Previous work done on the area is 
also discussed in this introduction.
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1.2 R ossby-H aurw itz  waves an d  zonal flow
Rossby waves are large sinuous oscillations governing the dynamics of particle flow in the 
atmosphere and oceans. The existence of these waves in the oceans was first theorised by 
Carl-Gustav Rossby in a paper in 1939. Since then they have been the subject of many 
investigations, by many different people.
The solutions of the equations governing the dynamics of the oceans and the a t­
mospheres, in simplified form, are Rossby waves. They are the prime example of the 
winding large-scale motion of the mid-latitude troposphere. They are transverse waves, 
waves in which the motion of the medium is perpendicular to the motion of the wave, in 
the horizontal direction. They travel mainly from east to west, following the parallels of 
latitude.
These waves can readily be seen in the large-scale meanders of the mid-latitude jet 
stream  tha t are responsible for prevailing seasonal and day-to-day weather patterns. It is 
more difficult, though, to  spot these waves in the oceans. This is because there is a large 
scale difference in their horizontal and vertical scales. Their horizontal scale is usually 
of the order of hundreds of kilometres while the amplitude of the oscillation at the sea 
surface is just a few centimetres. Therefore it is only in recent times with the advent of 
the use of radar altimeters tha t these waves have been observed in the oceans [1].
Rossby waves have a considerable affect on large-scale ocean circulation. This in 
tu rn  means tha t they have a large influence on weather and climate in middle latitudes. 
They play an im portant part in the process by which signals are transm itted from one
2
side of the ocean basin to the other. The interactions of these waves are im portant for 
determining the distribution of energy in the atmosphere and ocean. They also affect 
the western boundary currents like the Gulf stream. They can intensify such currents and 
push them  off their usual course. They interact with general circulation in the atmosphere 
and can therefore delay the effect of climate events.
It is the interactions of these waves which we investigate in this thesis. We examine 
the interactions of two of these waves and then three of these waves at both first and 
second order. In the course of this investigation we will encounter a phenomenon called 
zonal flow. This is a wind pattern  where the winds are parallel or nearly parallel to the 
lines of latitudes. This generally west to east flow of the wind is called zonal flow. This 
type of flow tends to establish a pattern  w ith small tem perature contrasts from north to 
south. This zonal flow and its associated small tem perature contrasts contribute to mild 
weather patterns. As part of this thesis we will examine the interactions of Rossby waves 
and zonal flow.
Rossby waves also occur in completely different circumstances. As previously men­
tioned they transport energy and angular momentum and this could be a factor in the 
kind of banded zonal jets seen on Jupiter, as well as on E arth  [25]. Rossby waves have 
also been discovered in the instabilities of magnetically confined plasmas. Recently, the 
occurrence of drift waves in plasmas, which are dynamically equivalent to Rossby waves 
were examined [21].
It is for all the aforementioned reasons tha t Rossby waves are a very important 
phenomenon. It is felt, therefore, tha t it is im portant to gain a better understanding of
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both the first and second order interactions of these planetary waves. In this thesis we 
examine the first and second order interactions of these waves and in the course of this 
analysis we find the occurrence of zonal flow as a result of these interactions.
1.3 P rev io u s w ork in th e  a rea
The aim of this thesis is to obtain more insight into the question of Rossby-Haurwitz wave 
interactions. Examining the vorticity equation for nondivergent planetary flow, we show 
tha t Rossby-Haurwitz waves are linear solutions of this equation. These waves are also 
referred to  as spherical planetary waves.
Many people have previously worked in the area of examining the interaction of 
Rossby waves. Carl Gustav Rossby first observed these waves in 1939 and since then 
Haurwitz [5], Lynch [11] and Pedlosky [16] among many others have continued to examine 
this interesting phenomenon. The simplest context in which to study the interactions 
of Rossby waves is in a shallow layer of incompressible fluid on the rotating earth. The 
geometry of this study is greatly helped by ignoring the effects of sphericity, except for 
allowing for the change of the vertical component of the earth’s rotation w ith respect to 
latitude. This method is called the /3-plane approximation, and is the preferred method 
for the majority of work previously done in the area.
Since these waves occur on the spherical Earth we are interested in examining Rossby- 
Haurwitz waves taking the spherical nature of the E arth  into account. It has been shown 
on the plane th a t if two specific waves interact with each other then resonance will occur.
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This means tha t the forced wave may build up after a sufficient number of oscillations 
to be comparable in magnitude with the primary waves. At this stage the perturbation 
would break down and hence this forced wave would be required to be a leading order 
wave.
We wish to replicate these results on the sphere. To do this the accepted Cartesian 
equations are converted into their spherical counterparts and we apply our analysis to 
this equation instead. We find tha t quite a few differences occur when this is done. Like 
Kartashova [9] and Reznik [20], we find tha t the resonance conditions on the sphere differ 
quite substantially from those found using the /3-plane approximation. The conditions 
found include both inequalities and equations on the wavenumbers n  and m.
In 1969 Newell [14] proposed a mechanism whereby zonal flows could be generated 
through the resonant interaction of Rossby waves. He derived equations describing the 
long-time behaviour of a resonantly interacting triad, and found tha t zonal flow was gen­
erated at second order. Newell determined tha t a quartet mechanism was required for 
zonal flow to be excited through resonance.
In 1977 Loesch [10] similarly investigated the generation of zonal flows through finite 
amplitude, discrete Rossby waves. Loesch’s analysis found tha t interacting Rossby waves 
are capable of generating zonal flow on the required time scale. Analogous to Newell, 
Loesch also discovered tha t a quartet of waves is required with which to generate zonal 
flow. We will show in the course of this thesis tha t a triad solution is solely required to 
produce zonal flow when we take full account of the sphericity of the Earth.
More recently there has been a lot of renewed interest in Rossby-Haurwitz waves in
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general, and specifically in zonal flow. It has been shown th a t zonal flows in a shallow 
rotating atmosphere can be excited by finite amplitude Rossby waves [15]. The driving 
mechanism of this instability is due to the Reynolds stresses. This results in a transfer 
of spectral energy from short scale Rossby waves to long scale zonal flows in the E arth ’s 
atmosphere. Similarly, it has been shown tha t zonal flows in a nonuniform rotating fluid 
can be excited by finite amplitude Rossby waves [22], This was also shown by examining 
Reynolds stresses of short scale Rossby waves.
In this thesis we examine Newell’s mechanism and discuss a method of creating zonal 
flow which is different from those in [15] and [22]. We put forward the hypothesis and 
subsequently prove tha t zonal flow ?an be created through the energy exchange mechanism 
of a resonantly interacting triad. This method requires one less wave then those suggested 
by Newell and Loesch.
1.4 O utline  of thesis
In Chapter 2 we begin our discussion by deriving the vorticity equation for nondivergent 
planetary flow. The solutions to this equation are our Rossby-Haurwitz waves. To derive 
this equation we derive the mass conservation equation and the equation for momentum in 
Cartesian coordinates. These equations are then converted into their spherical coordinate 
equivalents. We nondimensionalise the variables in these equations and examine the orders 
of the resulting terms. Prom this analysis we can determine the vorticity equation for 
nondivergent planetary flow.
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In Chapter 3 we begin our study of the solutions to this equation. The similarities 
between our equation and the Laplace equation suggest tha t we should consider Legendre 
functions as our wave solution. In fact, this is the case and we find a single wave solution. 
We are interested in the interactions of these Rossby-Haurwitz waves. Therefore we ex­
amine a dyad solution, which is a two wave solution. We are unable to produce resonant 
interactions through studying a Rossby-Haurwitz wave dyad solution. We conclude in 
this chapter tha t to produce meaningful interactions we require a triad  solution. We also 
conclude in this chapter tha t it is impossible to  produce zonal flow at either first or second 
order if we commence our studies with a dyad solution.
In Chapter 4 we examine both first and second order resonant interactions in full. We 
establish the conditions required for triad  solutions to exist and we examine the possibility 
of zonal flow being generated due to these triad  interactions. We find that, although zonal 
flow cannot be created at first order, we can create zonal flow at second order when 
we consider resonant triad  interactions. We have discovered the excitation of zonal flow 
directly from resonant triad  interactions.
Finally in Chapter 5 we apply the theory to several examples. Firstly we determine 
which waves can form triad solutions. Using some of these particular triads we examine the 
coupling coefficients for each wave coupling. Inspecting these numbers we can determine 
which zonal flow terms can be produced, and from this we can establish the conditions on 
the amplitudes of these zonal flow terms.
Finally, in summary, this thesis is a full and comprehensive study of first and second 
order Rossby-Haurwitz wave interactions. We study the implications of dyad solutions
and the necessity for triad solutions when examining resonant interactions. We establish 
the required conditions on the wavenumbers for such triad solutions to exist. We find that 
zonal flow cannot be created through an energy transfer mechanism unless we commence 
our calculation with a triad solution. Finally we determine that, if we study a triad 
solution, we can produce zonal flow at second order.
Chapter 1, Section 4 __________________________ _  ____________  ______  Introduction
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C h a p t e r  2
Derivation of equation
The vorticity equation for nondivergent planetary How is used to study Rossby wave 
solutions in the oceans and the atmosphere. This equation is derived from the conservation 
law of mass and Newton’s equation, which describes the non-conservation of momentum 
due to the presence of forces. In this chapter we state the equations in Cartesian coordi­
nates and then convert them into spherical coordinates.
We reduce the equations in spherical coordinates from three dimensions to the two- 
dimensional equations which are widely used in oceanography and meteorology. From 
the equation for the conservation of mass an expression for a stream function ip can be 
determined. Reducing the two momentum equations down to one equation by calculating 
the third component of the curl and nondimensionalising the variables we obtain the main
9
equation which we are examining. This equation is the vorticity equation for nondivergent 
planetary flow, the solutions of which will be shown to be Rossby-Haurwitz waves.
Chapter 2, Section 1 ________________________ Derivation_ofequation
2.1 Basic equations
2.1.1 Conservation of mass
We will derive the equation for the conservation of mass using a planar coordinate system 
which is based at the center of the Earth, and is in rotation with the Earth. This law 
considers the rate of change of mass in a volume V,
j  (2.1.1)
where p is the mass density. In this case, where particles are neither created or destroyed, 
the only way that mass in a given volume V  can change is through particles moving across 
the boundary d V  of V.  To derive !,he formula for the flux we consider a small part of the 
boundary of size A ct and a volume of size A x nAo.  Here A x n is the average distance the 
fluid particles travel perpendicular to the boundary during a time interval of length At.  
The particles in this volume are those which will leave V  during time At, and p ^ A a  is 
approximately the mass lost (or gained) per unit time.
Summing over all boundary areas and taking the limit for finer and finer partitions 
we obtain
[  p ^ - n d a  (2-1-2)
Jdv dt
for the outward flux, where n  is the unit outward normal. Combining (2.1.1) and (2.1.2)
1 0
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and using the divergence theorem yields the integral formula for the conservation of mass
d [  13  f  dx _— /  p d x =  — / p—  • n  da 
at J y  J g y  at
=  - J v <av( p lM)  ^
Assuming the t derivative can be taken inside the integral we obtain
d?x — 0
Furthermore, we assume tha t this equation holds true for all volumes V  and that the 
integrand is continuous. Under these assumptions we obtain
t W ' D - 0
2.1.2 M omentum equation
We also need to examine the conservation of momentum. We shall consider the momentum 
in a  volume V ,
/  p u d
J v
The momentum in V  changes due ••o momentum flowing out of a system and forces acting 
on the system, i.e.
-j- [  pUid3x = — f  pUiU-nd(T+ I fid?x
dt J y  Jdv J v
The first integral in this expression describes the momentum being carried across the 
boundary of the volume under consideration. The second integral describes the effect of
11
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the force per unit volume, denoted by / .  Using both the divergence theorem and our 
smoothness assumption this becomes
/ ,
d  u
j t ( p u i )  +  Y , ^ r S P U iU o)—  d x j  j = i  j - L
d x = f i d  x  
' v
For this formula to hold for all V  and continuous integrands we require
3
d t xr 11 ' dx jP n ) + J 2 j ^ ( P ui u3) = fij = i
which, using the mass conservation equation, leads to
du  _ 1 -
—  +  (u ■ V)u =  - / (2.1.3)
The forces in this equation which need to be considered are the Coriolis force, gravity 
and the pressure gradient force. The first of these forces to be considered is the Coriolis 
force. The Coriolis force is an apparent force on moving objects in a noninertial coordinate 
system. In meteorology the Coriolis force per unit mass arises solely from the E arth ’s 
rotation, with angular velocity d,  and at latitude <p is given by
/  \
0
fCoriolis — 2p(u X ii) — “2pU X Ucoscj) 
sin 4> ^
The second force exerted on the system is gravity. From Newton’s law of attraction 
of mass the gravitational force is given by
fgravity —
GpM
(x2 +  y 2 + z2)3/2
x (2.1.4)
where G is the gravitational constant and M  represents the mass of the Earth.
1 2
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S z  B A
S x
Figure 2.1: The pressure gradient force
The final force which affects the system is the pressure gradient force. If a force 
at a point po  is considered on the wall A  in Figure (2.1), we know from a Taylor series 
expansion that
We know that force equals pressure multiplied by the area over which the force is exerted. 
Therefore,
and similarly the force exerted on wall B  is
Therefore the net force in the x  direction is
d p
F x =  F a +  F b  =  —— S x S y S z
and hence
(2 .1 .5 )
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Applying similar arguments to the y  and z  components we see
d p d p
d y d z
(2.1.6)
Including these forces in our equations we see that the equation of non-conservation of 
momentum which we shall study is
G Md u  - .  _— + («• v)u- -(¡;2 + y2 + ^ 2)3/2 * px ----Vp + 2 u  x U
2.1.3 Conversion to spherical coordinates
From the previous section we sec that the equations for mass and momentum which we 
want to study are
^  + V .(pu) =  0 (2.1.7)
and
d u
d t
■4- ( u  • V)'u — — G M  _ 1 -,  2 , 2 I 2 \3 /2  X ~  ~ V j)  +  2U X ^( x l  -\-xyz +  z 1 ) 6! 1 p
(2.1.8)
We want to examine these equations on the sphere. Therefore it is necessary to convert 
the above equations into their spherical equivalents. The coordinate system which shall be 
used is (A, <p,r) , where A represents the longitude ( —n  < A < n ) ,  represents the latitude 
(—7r/2 < 4> <  7t / 2 ) and r  is the radial distance, i.e.
\/  \  /
x
x  - y
\ ZJ
r  cos A cos </» 
r sin A cos <•/> 
r sin0
14
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Using this coordinate system we see tha t
dx
(
cos A cos 4> sin A rcos</>
\
—^  cos A sin <p ( Adr
d_
dy sin A cos ip
cos A 
rco s 0 — ~ sin A sin </>
d
d \
d
w ^  sin^ 0 ì  cos (p J
d
\d < t> /
(2.1.9)
and
I  \  (u
\ W J
— sin A — cos A sin <p cos A cos </>
cos A — sin A sin (p sin A cos (p
0 cos 4> sin 4> j
\  /  \
u
\WJ
(2.1.10)
where u  is the velocity in the A direction, v  represents the velocity in the cp direction and 
w is the velocity in the r  direction.
Using these identities we convert equations (2.1.7) and (2.1.8) into their spherical 
coordinate equivalents. Firstly examining the momentum equation, (2.1.8), we get
\
d_
dt
(  \ f (  \
U u
V + V
KW J \
u
f g \ \  (  \
dx
d_
dy
d_
\ d z j
- 2
(  \  (
u
X
/  \
+
G M
(x2 +  y 2 +  z2)3/2
\ W J \ W J
0
i i  COS (p 
fi sin (p j
V I
dx
dp
d y
dp
w
(2.1.11)
Substituting (2.1.9) and (2.1.10) into this equation and multiplying the whole equation by
(  \
— sin A cos A 0
— cos A sin <p — sin A sin cp cos (p
 ^ cos A cos <p sin A cos (p sin <p j
15
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we see that the equations describing the momentum in spherical coordinates are
d u  1 „ d u  tan 1  _ .  1  _ d u  ^ d u  ,+  -----~ ii— --------- u v  +  - u w - 1—v —  -i- w - ------2 \ l v s m < b
a t  r  cos (j) a X  r  r  r  o<p o r
+ 2 £ lw  cos </> = -----------(2 .1 .1 2 )
p r  cos (p cm
d v  1  _ d v  tan (h _ 2  1 _ 1  dv  d v
— 4------- + -------------- u  +  ~ v w A —v - w r  4-
o t  r  cos (j> d  A v  r  r  o<p o r
-I- sin 0 = — — 7 7 7  (2.1.13)
p r  o<p
d w  1  _•> 1  d w  1  _ 2  1 _ d w  _ d w  _ _ _ — ---------- U* -)---------------— --------------- 1)f +  - V —  +  W ~ r ----2 i lU  COS <p
a t  r  r  c o s  <p a  A r  r  d<p o r
+ <™ =  _ I § £  ( 2 . U 4 )
r l  p  o r
Similarly we need to convert the equation of mass conservation into its polar coordi­
nates equivalent. Using the identity,
V • ( p u )  = pV ■ u  +  u -  Vp
equation (2.1.7) becomes
To convert this equation into spherical coordinates we again use equations (2.1.9) and
(2.1.10). From these identities we see that
_  d u  d v  d w  
V ' " “ f e  +  8 i + &
1  d  ,  2 _\ 1  as 1  d  , _
=  IT T  V W ) +  ‘------- ¿"ST + -------7TT7 (COS^ U)r z d r  r  cos <f> d \  r  cos <j> d<p
The next term from the equation which needs to be converted into spherical coordinates
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_ _  d p  d p  d p
U  ■ Vp =  U —  +  V —  +  W  —
o x  d y  d z
1  d p  1 d p  „ d p
- u ——  H— v —— +  w -
r cos (j) dX r d<p dr 
Therefore we see tha t the equation of mass conservation which we wish to study is
1 dp 1 .
- +  -  ------- 7Up dt p \ r  cos <j)
d p  l „ d p  ~ d p \  1  d  , 2  
d x  +  r v a i  +  w - ^ )  +  ^ { r w )
1 du  1 5 , /n -, 1+ ------ T^T +  ------ 7 T 7  c°s ^ ) = 0  (2.1.15)r  cos <p dX r cos <p dtp
2.2 R ed u c tio n  of equations to  m ain  equa tion
We now want to reduce our three-dimensional equations to the two-dimensional equations 
which are widely used in oceanography and meteorology. A mathematically rigorous 
justification of this reduction is a very difficult problem and beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Recent work has been done on this subject including tha t by Temam and Ziane [24], who 
have given such a justification for the reduction of the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations in the case of incompressible flow in a shell of vanishing thickness. Although 
the atmosphere is a compressible fluid, we shall consider here a model where p is constant. 
We also set
r = a + r ' , w ith - < 1
where a corresponds to the radius of the E arth  and r' is the distance from the surface of 
the E arth  to the phenomenon in question.
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Under these conditions the two-dimensional equations under examination are
du 1 du tan  cp 1 , 1 dp
—  H--------- AU7 y \ ----------uv + - v - — -2nvsm 4>  =  —--------   (2.2.1)ot a cos cp dX a a dcp pa cos cp a X
dv 1 dv tan  6 9 1 dv , 1 dp
—  H---------- u - - \ ---------u +  - v —  + 2Qusm(f) = ------ —  (2.2.2)
dt a cos cp o \  a a 0(p pa ocp
^  + ^ (» c o S(t) =  0 (2.2.3)
when the tildes are dropped. Examining the third equation we note tha t this equation
can be satisfied by introducing a stream function ip such tha t
1 dip
ii = —- (2.2.4)
a dcp
1 dib , .
v =  -------- (2.2.5)
a cos <p dX
To reduce the equations down to a single equation, and also to reduce the number 
of variables in the equation by one, we examine the first two equations by calculating the 
third component of the curl. To do this we calculate
^ ( 2 .2 .1 )  -  * ^ (2 .2 .1 ) ------ ^ ( 2 . 2 . 2 )
a dcp a a cos cp dA
which, using the expressions (2.2.4) and (2.2.5), works down to be
d (  1 d2ip . dip d2ip \  dip 
1 -tanc/!>--j +  —£  + 2 i2 - ^
dt \ cos2 cp dX2 dip d(p2)  dX
1 f  dip d dip d  A /  1 d2ip dip d2ip\
^ a2 cos <p \  dX dcp dcp d X )  \ cos2 cp dX2 dcp dcp2 )
We nondimensionalise the variables in this equation to ensure th a t we can compare 
the terms in the equation without worrying about the dimensions of each term. The 
variables which we will introduce for this nondimensionalisation are
These new variables cause our equation to become
a t '  \  cos2  ^ d x 2 ‘ i n /  ¡)<i,2 )  a x  
L 2 f d i p '  d  d ip '  d \ /  1  d 2ip' d ip '  d 2i p ' \
a 2 c o s ( p  \  d \  dcp d(p d x )  \cos2  ^ d X 2 d(p ^  d tp2 )
We want to examine wave solutions with small amplitudes. Therefore we are assum­
ing that i / / is small. We indicate this by letting
ip' =  aip"
where ip" is order 1. If we substitute this into our equation and drop the resulting primes 
we have derived the vorticity equation for nondivergent planetary flow, i.e.
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1 d 2 tp d 2ip , 9 i p \  oodi/'
d t  ^cos2  < p dX 2 + d<p2 tan d ( p )  +  d X
S I d ip  d  I d ip  d  \  /  1  d 2ip d 2ip o o r )
( \  cos (p d<p d X  cos <p d X  d<p )  \  cos2  <p d X 2 + d<p2 tan d < p )
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In this chapter we begin our study of Rossby-Haurwitz wave solutions. The purpose 
of this section is to study the nature of the nonlinear interactions of these waves when
6 is small. Expanding our stream function, ip, about the small parameter <5, we can 
find solutions to the vorticity equation for nondivergent planetary flow. Firstly we arc 
interested in examining single wave solutions to this equation. For single wave solutions 
to occur the necessary condition on the velocity of the wave is derived. Using this as our 
base we then examine the interactions between these waves.
To examine the interactions of these waves we consider a dyad solution i.e. a two 
wave solution. When examining a dyad solution we encounter nonlinear combinations of 
Legendre functions. Using well known properties of the Legendre functions, and also less
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well known properties which we will derive, we can rewrite these combinations of Legendre 
functions as sums of single Legendre functions. Using the spectral method we explain how 
the interactions between waves of a nonresonant Rossby-Haurwitz wave dyad solution 
only lead to small corrections. The aim of this thesis is to study first and second order 
resonant interactions of Rossby-Haurwitz waves in general. We find tha t we must consider 
a resonantly interacting dyad solution which in tu rn  results in us having to consider a triad 
solution. The consequences of studying a triad solution are discussed in the next chapter.
In this chapter we will also find tha t if the calculations are commenced w ith a non­
resonant dyad solution it is not possible to produce zonal flow through interactions at 
either 0 ( 6 ) or 0(62).
3.1 A sy m p to tic  expansion  of th e  equa tion
We wish to examine wave solutions of the vorticity equation for nondivergent planetary 
flow which was derived in the previous chapter
d  (  1  d 2ip d 2ip
d t  \cos 2 </>(9A2  d4>2 an dcj))  <9 A
_  /  1 <9-0 <9 1  d ip  d  \  i  1 d 2ip <92 V) 11
\  cos <p dcj) d X  cos 4> d X  d(j>) \  cos2 </> OX2 84>2 an d(f>)
Looking at the terms involved in this equation it can be seen tha t the equation is nonlinear. 
The Jacobian term  describes this nonlinearity, which results in nonlinear coupling of the 
waves and energy transfer between the waves. It is im portant to notice tha t this nonlinear 
term  is of a lower order than  the other linear terms in the equation.
Due to the complicated nature and structure of the equation and the fact that it
Chapter 3, SectionJ____________________ __________________________ ___ Wave solutions of equation
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is nonlinear it would be extremely difficult to try  to solve this equation as it is written. 
Instead we will expand the equation about the small parameter, 6, and examine solutions 
by looking at the different orders of the equation. Since 6 1 it is reasonable to expand
ip about 6,
ip(X,(/),t,S) =  V’o(A,0,i) +  + S2ip2{X,(f),t) +  . . .  (3.1.2)
Applying this expansion to  our equation generates a sequence of linear problems for ipn. 
The leading order equation, the highest order equation, which we are studying is
* V V . + 2 $ £ - 0  (3.1.3)
where
2  _  1  d 2  d 2 d_
cos2 (f> dX2 dcj)2 dcj)
and the 0(6)  equation is
I v V !  +  2*^1 (3 14)
dt n  dX \cos<t> d(j) dX cos<pdXd(j)) n  { ’
It is these equations, along with the corresponding one for 0 (6 2) which we shall study to
determine the form of the wave solutions of the equation, and hence we will determine
when, if ever, zonal flow can be generated.
3.2 T he  L egendre d ifferen tial equa tion
To solve the full equation (3.1.1), we will firstly examine the leading order equation (3.1.3). 
The solution to the leading order equation will give an approximate solution for the stream
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function i(j, i.e. This approximate solution can be improved upon by solving the O(S) 
equation which results in ipi. This term  is the first correction term  to the solution. From 
here we can continue to find correction terms to the solution by solving the lower order 
equations, and from this we determine the full solution of the equation.
Firstly we wish to find a Rossby-Haurwitz wave solution for the leading order equation 
(3.1.3). Examining the Laplacian part of the solution we recognize similarities between this 
term and the Legendre differential equation. This leads us to consider spherical harmonics 
as our wave solution.
The Legendre differential equation is
(1 ~ x2) ~ 2 x t +  (n ( n + ~ y =  0 P '2'1*
This equation has exactly two linearly independent solutions on (—1,1), [2]. If we examine 
this equation we can see tha t it has two regular singular points, x  =  ±1. Therefore the 
solution to this equation takes the form [3]
y1(x) = ( x -  l ) ri am (x -  l ) m (3.2.2)
m—0
oo
y2(x) = yi(x)  ln(a; -  1) +  (a; -  l )n  ^  bm (x -  l ) m (3.2.3)
m = 0
We can see tha t the second of these solutions has a logarithmic singularity at the regular 
singular point. This solution diverges at the boundaries and hence we will not consider it. 
As a result of this our solutions will take the form of equation (3.2.2).
The solutions to this equation are the associate Legendre functions. If we redefine the 
variables of this equation by setting y = P™ (sin 0) and x = sin (j) the Legendre differential
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equation becomes
^ P 7‘(sin0)- tan<^P™ (sin0)
+ ^ n (n  + 1) -  Pn(sin <P) =  0 (3.2.4)
It is clear from examining this equation that there are very strong similarities between 
this equation and the Laplacian term in the equation we arc studying,
1 (3.2.5)
cos2  <p d X 2 dtp2 d<p
If we can find an eigenfunction of the Laplacian of the form ipo = e tKXF(<p) then
e l (KX~ a l ) F((j)) is a solution of the leading order equation if
— 2 k  
a  = -----
P
where p  is the eigenvalue. Therefore we will examine the Laplacian equation in spherical 
coordinates and examine the solution of this equation. There are many books available 
on this subject including one by Pinchover and Rubinstein [17].
The Laplace equation in spherical coordinates is
1  d  i  2<9u\ 1  /  1  d  (  , 9 u \  1  d2 u \
r 2 d r  \  d r  )  r 2 \  cos < p d ( p \  d(f>)  "** cos2  <p d X 2 ) =  0
where
0 < r  <  a, — ^  , —7T < A < 7r
Letting u ( r ,  X ,(p )  =  R ( r ) Y ( X ,  (p) the equation separates and reduces to
where ¡j, is a constant. We have to impose the conditions
Y { - i t ,  <f>) =  Y ( i r, 4>) and YA(—n, <f>) =  Yx{tt, <f>)
on Y  and we note that it is also bounded everywhere on the unit sphere.
If we now examine the first equation and apply a second separation of variables
Y(A,0) = A(A)#(0)
we obtain
d 2 A
^  +  *A =  0 (3.2.8)
cos 0-^- ( cos < p -~ r )  +  (/i cos2  (j> — v )  <& =  0  (3.2.9)
dcp \  dcp)  v
Examining equation (3.2.8) we see that A must be a solution of the form
A =  a m e imX +  bm e ~ imX
where v  = m2. From the periodic conditions
A(—7r) = A(7r) and A^(—7r) = A,\(7r)
we obtain m  <E Z. Therefore the equation under consideration is
cos 0 -7 - ( cos ] + (m c o s 2  $  ~  m * ) ®  =  0 (3.2.10)
dcp \  dcp )
3.3 Solutions to  L egendre d ifferential equa tion
We want to find solutions to equation (3.2.10). To do this we firstly set <I> = P™(sin0). 
Doing this the equation which we are studying becomes
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If we set
L™  = cos1^ 2  (pP™
the equation becomes
,/2 t m  ™2 _  1
-  — 2 T l T + 0* + i ) =  0dcf)2 cos (¡6 v 4/ 71
This is the equation which we shall be studying. Firstly we will prove some 
properties of the equation.
3.3.1 General properties of equation
To examine properties of L” 1 we shall define the following, [8 ]
H m  =  —( m — 5 ) tan ^  ^
= - ( m -  i)ta n 0 -  —
Using these identities and equation (3.3.3) we can see that 
and similarly
I S  =  0 * +  J -  ("»+ 5>2) ¿n 
If we now set ro =  m  +  1 in (3.3.6) we get
c + 1  =  o*+ j  -  <m+ \ ? )  ¿ r 1
(3.3.2)
(3.3.3) 
general
(3.3.4)
(3.3.5)
(3.3.6)
(3.3.7)
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If we multiply equation (3.3.7) by / /m+, we obtain
L "  =  H - + l  ( l i  +  }  -  (m  +  i ) 2) L™
Examining this equation we can see that / /rn+[ L™ is also a solution to the equation and 
hence
K »  =  i  K '  ( 3 - 3 .8 )
Similarly if we replace m with ?n— 1 in equation (3.3.7) and multiply equation (3.3.6) by 
H +  we will find that
L % ~ l = H + L Z  (3.3.9)
An expression for /i can now be found using the definitions just shown. We require 
the solutions to the equation under consideration to be square integrable. This means 
that we require
d<S=l
J  a
By examining this requirement we are able to determine an expression for ¡i 
f  * (Lm + 1 ) 2  d* =  í "  ( H ~ + t  L m ) 2 A4,
J  a J  a
=  f  •»>
Ja
=  (M+ I - ( m + i )  2 ) f b (X,m ) 2  d $
J a
by integration by parts, if we assume that the surface terms vanish. Similarly it can be
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shown that
rb
[  ‘ ( I ’ « 2 ) 2  d# - ( » ■ +  J -  (m + | ) 2) /' (L" l + 1 ) 2  d*
7 a -/a
=  (,i +  J -  (m + | ) 2) (m +  i  -  (m +  I f )  [ ' '  { L m Ÿ  dÿ
J a
We can continue this argument for higher and higher m. Since m  is an increasing 
function, at some point, sa,y n  4-1 we would arrive at the contradiction
r  ( l ” + i ) 2  d^ < o
J a
unless
L l +X -  0 
H ~ +  x K  =  0
If we now apply equation (3.3.7) to this expression we can see that
« Î + Æ + i «  =  (<* + 1  - ( n + i ) 2) «
=£• /i =  77.(n + 1) (3.3.10)
Using the expression for /i just found, the equation under examination is
//2  /* 7YI 7 7 7 ,_ X
- d # - l ^ f L" + W '‘ + 1 ) +  » i » = 0  <3-311>
3.3.2 Solution to Legendre differential equation
To find our Rossby-Haurwitz wave- solutions we must find solutions to equation (3.3.1). 
To give an indication what these solutions are we firstly examine equation (3.3.11). We
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notice that
L" = cosn+5 (j)
is a solution to this equation.
We require that these solutions are square integrable, which means that this solution 
must be normalised
/-i
/ L f  d < f > = l  =  / cos2 n + 1  (f>à(f)
= / cos2" (j) cos 4> d<£
~ 2
?
= sin (j) cos2" (¡) 2 4- / 2ncos2 ’1 - 1  0sin2  0d</>
-§  J - Z2 5
cos2n+1 *'d* =  &TTT cos2"“‘ w
2 n — 2  ñ
— --------  I
1 2 n — 1
2 n /*? 2 n _ 3
1 cos2n 3 0 d0
2 ti + ___2
2 n . 2 n  — 2 . . .  2
= . ..  =  22n + 1.2n — 1. . .  3.1 
From these results we can see that for L" to be normalised we require that
/1.3. . .2n — 1.2n + l \ *  n+i
\  2.2.4.. ■ 2 r, -  2 .2 n J ’ *  (3'3-12)
Using this solution to the equation and the general properties (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) we
find that
/ > ^ 2 d0 = [  [  { H ~ + l L Z ) 2 d0  
2 2
2
p ZL
= (n — m)(n + m + l) /  L™2 d</>
J - i
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=> L- + 1  =  [(n -  m)(n + m  +  1 )]"5  i ? ~ + 1  L™ (3.3.13)
It can similarly be shown that
L ™ - 1 =  [<n + m)(n -  m +  l)]- * ii+  L™ (3.3.14)
From these derivations it is now possible to find an expression for all terms L™ where 
n > m .
3.4 Single wave so lu tion  to  leading o rd e r equa tion
Using the above identities we shall find a single wave solution to the leading order equa­
tion which is called a Rossby-Haurwitz wave after C. G. Rossby and B. Haurwitz who 
found these solutions. The similar: ,ies between the Legendre differential equation and our
equation leads us to consider Legendre functions as our solution ij>, i.e. we study spherical
harmonics as our wave solution [5], [13]
V-o =  (/i) +  ¿e—*■<"*-'*) J^Gm), (3.4.1)
where
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Here represents the associated Legendre polynomial of the first kind. The
parameter m  represents the zonal wavenumber, i.e. the number of zeroes of the solution 
along the longitude, while n  — m  represents the number of zeroes along the latitude. 
They are called the longitudinal and latitudinal wavenumbers respectively. The total 
wavenumber is represented by n.
We will use the representation (3.4.2) to derive certain inequalities which are crucial 
in the context of this thesis. This derivation follows [8 ] and [23] and is outlined in the 
appendices. We point out that there is a much better known representation of the solution 
to the Legendre equation (see, e.g. [17]), which is
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p m ^ 1  / (2 n +  l)(n — m ) \  2 f d n + m  2
n 2nn! y 2(n +  m ) \   ^ d,p,n+ m ^  '
where
/i = sin 4>
To solve the leading order equation the Laplacian term is examined, which produces
+ c -c-
Using the Legendre differential equation (3.2.4) this reduces down to
VVo = ~ n ( n  + 1  ) A e i(-mX- a V p ™ ( i i )  -  n ( n  +  l ) A e - ^ mX- ^ P ™ ( f i )
When this is filled into the leading order equation we find that
' A e < mX- ^ P ^ ( j J L )  + (i < m { n  + 1 ) + 2 i m )  =  0
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This leads to the necessary condition on the velocity, without which the solution we are 
studying is not a Rossby-Haurwitz wave
a = - = %  (3.4.3)
n ( n  + 1 ) v ’
It should be noted that tjj =  ip0  is actually a solution to the full equation (3.1.1), since 
the quadratic term on the right hand side of (3.1.1) vanishes for ipo given in (3.4.1). Since 
the leading order equation (3.1.3) is linear we notice also that any linear superposition of 
Rossby-Haurwitz waves is also a solution of (3.1.3).
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3.5 E xam in ing  a  dyad  so lu tion
3.5.1 0(5) equation
With the condition derived for a single wave solution to occur the next step is to study a 
dyad solution. We want to firstly discuss nonresonant dyad solutions, whose interaction 
only leads to small corrections.
The dyad solution which we are going to examine is a superposition of two solutions
+ ^ 2ei(m2A“ ‘72t)P ^ 2 (/i) +  A 2e - ^ m2X~a^ P ^  (n) (3.5.1)
which satisfy the leading order equation (3.1.3) if and only if
—2 mi — 2 wi2
n i ( n i  +  1) ’ 02  n2(n2 + 1)
To study the interaction of Rossby-Haurwitz waves we have to consider the nonlinear part 
of the equation (3.1.1). The Jacobian part of the equation represents this nonlinearity,
which is of 0(5). Therefore, by examining the expansion of ■?/> about <5 it is clear that the 
0(<5) equation is
£ v V i  + 2 ^  =  J { ip o , VVo) (3.5.2)
where
~  d j l d \ ~  d ^ i d X
Fi'om the previous calculations it is known that
V2^ o = -  ni(m +
-  n2 (n2  + 1  ) A 2 S m ^ - ^ P ^  + c.c.
Using this we can compute the Jacobian term of the equation
J ( # ,  V2 '0 O) =
i l n i n 2 [ A XA 2S m '+ m ^ - ^  ( m 2p m 2
/ d P mi d P m<l \  i
- A i A i S ™ 1- ”1* ^ - ^ ' - * 2™ (m2 P n22 - ^ ~  +  m i P ™ 1 - ¿ ¡ ¡ ~ )  }  +  (3-5.3)
where
ln,Ti] =  n t ( l l i  +  1 )  — 71 j  ( l l j  +  1)
The main aim of this thesis is to examine first and second order resonant interactions. 
In particular we want to investigate whether or not zonal flow can be created through 
Rossby-Haurwitz wave interactions. Zonal flow waves are waves which have no north- 
south component, they flow in the east-west direction only. In the previous chapter it was
Chapter 3, Section 5_____________________________________________________ Wave solutions of equation
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derived that the velocity in the north-south direction, v ,  to leading order, is given by
1  dip
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v
a cos d> d \
Therefore for this term to be zero we require ip to be independent of A. The only place 
that the variable A occurs in this expression is in the exponential term. Therefore for 
zonal flow to occur we require m  to be equal to zero.
Zonal flow terms are thus of the form el<TtP°. This type of term is a Rossby-Haurwitz 
wave if and only if it satisfies the leading order equation (3.1.3)
=> a n ( n  + 1 )eI<rtP° = 0
This equation is always true if m  = 0 since in this case a  has to equal zero. Therefore we 
see that zonal flow terms will always take the form of, and satisfy the conditions required 
for, Rossby-Haurwitz waves.
If any of the terms on the right hand side of the 0 ( 5 )  equation, i.e. equation (3.5.3), 
satisfy all these criteria then we will have produced zonal flow. So using all this infor­
mation, the solution for ip i ,  calculated through studying the right hand side of the 0 ( 6 )  
equation, must be examined to determine if zonal flow could possibly occur. With the 
right hand side of the equation as it currently stands it is very difficult to tell if either of 
the terms present take the form of zonal flow. To overcome this problem we shall use the 
spectral method to rewrite the awkward expressions in terms of single Legendre functions.
We rewrite (3.5.3) in terms of Legendre functions by using the following expansion
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[6 ], [19]
oo n
* ( A , M ) = £  E  lT O W .7 « )  (3.5.4)
71“  1 771=:— «
where
C W  = ^  y 1 f  (3.5.5)
and = sin cf>.
As a result of applying this spectral method to our equation, which is outlined in the
appendices, each term on the right hand side of (3.5.2) can be written as a finite sum of
Legendre polynomials. For example, if
/ d P m i  d P m 2 \
t/> = e i {m i+ m 2 )x  ( im 2P Z 2 —^ ~  ~  (3 '5 ,6 )
then
f ^ s s
Firstly examining the exponential part of this expression we know that
Therefore for a nonzero solution to this equation we require m = mi + m2 . This reduces 
our expression down to
r l / d P mi d P ™ 2 \
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This expression will be nonzero within a particular range of n .  To determine this 
range we notice that an explicit formula for the interaction coefficients was derived in 
[8 ] and [23]. Through examining this explicit formula the ranges of applicable n  for the 
interaction coefficients become obvious. We see that this derivation results in the following 
conditions
n i + n 2  +  n is odd (3.5.7)
\n \  — 7121 < 7i < ni + 7i2  (3.5.8)
The proof detailing how these conditions arise can be found in Appendix B.
If we define this interaction coefficient as follows
B n / Z n  =  f  P n j+ m k  ( i ™ k P ™ k -  i m j P ? /  d p  (3.5.9)
we can see that using the spectral method
j p m  i  d P m 2 n i+ n 2
n = \ n i—n2\
Therefore we can write the combinations of Legendre functions determined from the 0 ( 6 )  
calculations as sums of individual Legendre functions. Using this method our 0 ( 6 )  equa­
tion (3.5.2) now becomes
r\ r\ i 711 - !- 712
~ V V l  +  =  Zn1n2{^1^2ei[(mi+m2)A- (ffl+tr2)i] £  P ^ 1+ m 2B Z T n
n = \ n i—n2\
n 1+712
+ ( - l ) m 2 A 1A 2 e ^ m i - m2^ a i - a2^  P n 1~ m 2B™11n2n 2 }  +  c.c. (3.5.10)
n=|ni—jt-2 |
The only way in which either of these terms can represent zonal flow is if m i  = 
or m i  =  —m 2 - These are the only two possibilities that will produce zero for the A part
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of the exponential term and hence potential zonal flow. If we examine the case where 
mi = —m2  our equation becomes
r \  r \  1
^ V 2i ’ l + 2 ^ = l n , n 2 { A l A 2 e - , l n + n ) ‘ £  P X i S “
n = \ n i—n2\ 
n  1+02
+ (-1  P n 2 m 2 B n ™ l n m2} + c-c■ (3.5.11)
n ~ \ m — 7121
For either of these expressions to represent a Rossby-Haurwitz wave and at the same 
time to correspond to zonal flow we would require the wave to satisfy the Rossby-Haurwitz 
wave condition, (3.4.3), along with the condition that the m term is zero in the exponential. 
If mi = —m2  it is only the first expression which can correspond to zonal flow. Examining 
this term it is clear that the Rossby-Haurwitz wave condition reduces to
(cri + cr2 )n(n +  1  )e-<('i+«)*pO =  0
i.e.
—2 mi 2 m2
° X ° 2 n i ( n \  + 1) n2(n2 + 1)
2  m2  2 m2
ni(ni +  l) n2 (n2  + 1 )
= 0
^  ni = n2
But if ni =  n2  we have a problem because the lnin2 term in (3.5.11) is zero and hence we 
do not get zonal flow.
We get the same result when we examine the case for mi = m2. Therefore we can 
see that it is not possible to produce zonal flow at 0 ( 6 )  when ipo is a dyad solution where 
the two waves do not interact resonantly.
Chapter 3LSection_5 ____________  _ _ ________ Wave solutions of equation
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3.5.2 The V-’i solution
The next possibility to consider is whether zonal flow can be generated at 0(82). The 
0{62) equation is
^ V 2 V>2 +  2 ^  = (3-5.12)
We notice that to solve this equation we must firstly determine an expression for V-'i • To 
do this we use the expression derived for the mixed Legendre function terms obtained 
through applying the spectral method to the equation.
Assuming that none of these Rossby-Haurwitz waves solve the leading order equation 
(this case will be discussed in the next chapter) we can determine ip\ by solving equation
(3.5.10). If we consider a solution Tor %i>\ to be of the form
^  _  jg e»((mi+m2)A-(<Ti+o-2)t]p m i+ m 2
then B  must satisfy
|- V 2^i + 2 ^  = ¿(ax + a 2)n(n + i)Beit(m,+rn2^ -(<,I+,72)t)p^l+m2 
a t  o a
+  2 *(mi + m2 )Seil(mi+m2 )A"(<7 l+ff2 )£lP " l , + m 2
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= J4,A2 eiKmi+m2)A-(ffl+<72)il "y  ^ pmi+mjgmi
n=|ni-n2|
nj+?i2
m 2n 1712«
, i { v \  + cr2 ) n ( n  + 1) + 2 i(m \  + m2) 
n = \ n i—ri21
Similarly if we let
ipi = C e i ^m i ~ 1Jl2^ ~ ^ (ri~ <r2^ P m i ~ m2
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we will find that
m + n a  a j  /  R i m - m 2
______  I 2 n in2 ^ n m m _______
i(cr\ -  a 2 )n (n  +  1) +  2 i( rn \  -  m 2 )
n = |m —na|
Combining these two expressions we can see that rip\ is given by 
riH-rt2
= X ) ^ i^ 2 ß ^ ^ n C n V {(mi+m2 )A_(<T1+<T2 )ilpr + m 2
n=|r»i—J1 2I
m+n2
n=|ni-n2|
+  C.c. (3.5.13)
where
, m . j m k  _  _______________________“ Mj-nfc____________________
nj7li:" n (n  +  l)(<Tj +  CT*;) +  2(mj +  m*)
Since we now know both ■¡/'o and ^  we can examine the 0 ( 6 2 ) equation (3.5.12) and answer 
the question of whether or not zonal flow can be created at this order.
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3.6 0 ( S 2) equa tion  for a dyad  so lu tion
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With ipo and ip i determined, the 0 ( S 2 ) equation is considered. Computing (3.5.12) we get
^ V 2^2 +  2 ^  =  J{il>o, V 2V>i) +  V 2^o)
ni+n2
_ \  ' / /  ¿2 An D m im 2m i m 2 i [ (2 m i+ m 2 )X - (2 a i+ a 2)t] v
/  j tnni |^ -^ 1 l-^12-D n i 7i 2TiwT iin2n e
7l=  ¡Til — 712 |
,  j p m i + m 2 d P m i \-------i(roi +  m 2)P r+™ _ ^ )
^ 2 ( — l ) m 2S m i _ m 2 e *K2m i - m 2) A - ( 2ffi —cr2)t] x  
/  d pmi m2 dPmi \
+ A 1A 1A 2B ^ x ; z y [m^ - n i ] x
/  rj p ,mx+m2 dPmi \
( ~ iT n i P ^ ' ~ % -------
M i H I X Î O ' ' " “'" ''*
j p m i  j p m i—rr-
( i i r m  -  m 2 ) P ™' - m > +  i r m p ™
ni+«2
1 V ' '  7 j  / j 2 n m i m 2L m ira 2 i [ ( m i + 2m 2) A - ( f f i + 2(r2) i ] Y
' /  y lnn2 -^ 2 n in2n n^n2n
n=\ni— U2I
,  rfpmi+m2 dPm2\
( i m 2 P ™* — i(m i+m 2)p " l+ma ^ f - )
A2Â2 (-1)™2 C ^ n 2 ei[mi'X_<7lt] x
,  j p m i —m 2 dPm2'
- A 1A 2A 2B ^ 2b ™ e i ^ x - ^
/  j p m i + m a
(im 2P™  + i(m a +  m 2)P„ ^  ,
_ 4, Z 2 ( _ 1 \m2 R m i - m 2/.mi-m2„i[(mi-2m2)A-(iTi-2ff2t] v  ■/il^12l ■DniH2H üniri2n e x
/  fjpmi-m2 dPm2\ ' 1
(ira2P™ + ^ mi ~  m2 )p” ™ T Î r ) } + c -c'
j i 2 d P m 2 'UJrn . - nmi +B12 n2
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Examining these terms we see that to produce zonal flow at this order we require 
one or more of the following to happen
• 2 m i ±  ? « 2  — 0
• m2  = 0
• m \  ±  27«2 = 0
• m  i = 0
Any of these conditions will result in the A part of the exponential term being zero. For 
zonal flow to occur in the first part of the 0(<52) equation it would be required that 
2m-i =  —m2 . The term affected by this requirement is
The A term in this expression is zero under this condition and therefore this represents 
zonal flow. We now need to determine if this zonal flow constitutes a resonant Rossby- 
Haurwitz wave. For this term to take the form of a Rossby-Haurwitz wave, the wave will 
have to solve the leading order equation (3.1.3). Letting
(3.6.1)
Ip o  =  e *[(2wii+ m 2)A— (2<ri+<T2)t]pO
we see that it solves the leading order equation if and only if
(2 <ti -t- <72 ) n ( n  + 1 ) + 2 (2 mi + m2 ) = 0
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Since 2mi + m 2 — 0 and n /  0, for the equation to hold true we require
^ni(ni +  l)y  n2 (n2 + 1 ) 
—4mi 4mi
This equation is true if and only if ni = n 2 - But we encounter a problem with the 
requirement that n \  — n 2 . If this is true then the term in (3.6.1) will equal zero.
Therefore in the only case for this example where resonant zonal flow is possible, the 
coefficients are required to be zero. Therefore this expression cannot produce resonant 
zonal flow.
We will get similar results when the cases 2 m \  = m 2 and m i  =  ± 2 m 2 are examined. 
For each of these cases it would be required that n \  =  n 2 and this results in the corre­
sponding b™-™kn expression equalling zero. For the other cases, m ,\ =  0 and m2  = 0, it 
can also be shown that the coefficients in front of these expressions will also equal zero. 
Therefore it can be concluded thE i it is impossible to produce zonal flow at 0 ( 5 )  or at 
0 ( 5 2 ) if we allow ^ 0  to be a nonresonantly interacting dyad solution.
3.7 C onsidering  reso n an t in te rac tio n s
Upon discovering that zonal flow cannot be created when we commence our calculations 
with a nonresonantly interacting dyad solution the next possibility to consider is starting 
out with two resonantly interacting Rossby-Haurwitz waves. Starting out with the super­
position (3.5.1), which this time consists of two resonantly interacting waves, we examine
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the 0 ( 6 )  equation
r) /") I /
1 +  2 ^ t  = itliM ( £
7 i = | n i - n 2 |
n i + r c a
+ (_l)m2 AiA2 B^i1n-^ aeiKmi- m2 )A- (<ri- ‘T2 )t]P™1 ”m2 +c.c.J (3.7.1)
n=|ni—n2|
It is important now to examine if any of the terms on the right hand side solve (3.1.3). If, 
for example, the first term (for some n )  solves the leading order equation then this would 
result in the solution tp i of (3.7.1) containing the term
Any other term on the right hand side of (3.7.1) leads to a term in ip i which is a constant 
times
£jTnim,2f)m i m 2 e i [ { m i+ m 2 ) \—{(Ti+o-2)t]pmi+m2 ^ 3  <j 3 ^
The term (3.7.2) grows linearly in time and indicates resonance. This means that 
two waves combine to force a third wave to be formed which, over time, becomes as 
strong as the original two waves. This type of interaction is called a resonant interaction 
and is of great interest to us. Nonresonant interactions (3.7.3) will merely create small 
background noise, but for resonant interactions we get a strong time dependent solution 
for our correction term of the form (3.7.2).
We insisted that the expansion (3.1.2) is valid for times of 0 ( 1 / 6 ) ,  in the sense that 
the 0 ( 5 )  term in (3.1.2) is much smaller than the leading order term, for time t  of order 
1 / 6 .  This means that we cannot tolerate terms of the form (3.7.2) in ip i .  If any such term
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was produced it would have to be included in the leading order solution, ipo, to ensure 
that the approximation remains valid for all times t  of order 1 / 6 .  As a result all potential 
resonant terms must be checked and a corresponding condition will be derived.
Taking each term on the right hand side of equation (3.7.1) in turn, we must check
to see if it satisfies the leading order equation. The equation under consideration is
d  (  1 d 24> d 2ip , .^4 -T T T -tan < /> ^ -j + 2^ -  =  0 (3.7.4)
d t  \  cos2  4> d \ 2 d(j)2 d<p J  d X
To determine which terms could cause problems we need to examine the two possible
terms
ei[(mi +ni2) A- (<7i +172 )i] pmi +m2 (3.7.5)
and
ei[(mi-m2 )A-(a-i-0-2 )t]pmi-m2 (3 .7 .6 )
The first example considered is (3.7.5). Studying this term it is clear that when this 
solution is filled into the leading order equation (3.7.4) it is satisfied if and only if
(*(<7! +  <72)n(n  +  1) +  2i(m i +  m2) )ei[(^i+^)A-(<T1+<72)t]p m1+m2 =  Q
We find that this equation can be true if and only if
*(<7 i +  a  2)n(n +  1 ) + 2 i ( m \  +  m2) =  0
Using the expressions determined for <J\ and ct2  from the leading order equation this 
reduces down to
mi m2  mi + m2
ni(ni + l) n2 (n2 +  1 ) n ( n  + 1 ) 
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So we find that if this condition is satisfied then we have resonance. This would mean 
that the expansion will not remain valid under the time scale we are considering. To get 
around this problem we must include this third wave into our leading order solution to 
ensure that the approximation remains valid. We do this by letting the corresponding n 
be called 71,3 and set mi + m2 = m3 .
Examining the second possibility (3.7.6) it can be found that none of the terms in 
this expression will cause the aforementioned problem. Therefore none of these terms 
will cause problems with resonance. Without loss of generality we have assumed that the 
Rossby-Haurwitz wave is one of the terms in the first sum; if it is not, we simply replace 
m 2 by —m 2 in (3.5.1).
The result of this analysis is that we must include this Rossby-Haurwitz wave into 
the leading order solution. Therefore we study a solution of the form
t/>o =Aie<(miA- ‘rit>l™ { n ) + A 1
+ A 2 e i{m 2\ - a 2t ) p m 2 ^  +  À 2 e - i ( m 2X - a 2t) p m 2 ^
(3.7.7)
where
— 2  m3
and
mi m 2 m3
(3 .7 .8 )
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C h a p t e r  4
Triad solutions and Zonal flow
The aim of this thesis is to study first and second order resonant interactions of 
Rossby-Haurwitz waves in general. In particular, we want to investigate in detail whether 
large-scale interacting planetary waves with finite amplitudes can force zonal flow through 
a resonant interaction energy transfer mechanism. It has been proved in the previous 
chapter that it is not possible to produce zonal flow at either 0 ( S ) or 0 ( S 2 ) if we consider 
a nonresonantly interacting Rossby-Haurwitz wave dyad solution.
It has also been shown that resonant interactions between Rossby-Haurwitz waves 
lead to a triad configuration. The longitudinal wavenumber and frequency of the third 
Rossby-Haurwitz wave equal the sums of the longitudinal wavenumbers and frequencies 
of the other two Rossby-Haurwitz waves. Also the interaction of this Rossby-Haurwitz
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wave with each of the original two Rossby-Haurwitz waves generates the other. These 
three waves transfer energy between themselves and do not produce any further waves at 
first order. We are interested in studying this triad configuration to determine if any new 
waves can in fact be produced at higher order.
We wish to try to generate zonal flow through these Rossby-Haurwitz wave triad 
interactions. In this chapter we examine the excitation of a zonal flow through a direct 
triad resonance mechanism. As was previously stated a triad configuration seemingly 
does not produce new waves at O ( ô ) .  We examine this theory and then we also examine 
whether zonal flow can be produced at 0 ( S 2 ).
4.1 T im e D ependence  of A m plitudes
The triad solution we are considering which was determined in Chapter 3 will, of course, 
interact to produce, once again, the unwanted terms similar to (3.7.2) in ip \ . To avoid 
this problem it is assumed that the amplitudes A \ , A 2 and A3 are slowly varying in time, 
such that their time derivatives are of order ô. We implement this idea by introducing a 
slow time t \  =  S t into our calculations. As a bookkeeping device the time derivative shall 
be rewritten as
dt * dt ôti
Using these new slowly time dependent amplitudes, our main equation, (3.1.1) becomes
Chapter 4, Section 1__________________________________________________ Triad solutions and Zonal flow
+  2 ^  =  5JW, V V ) -  (4.1.1)
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Once again we shall expand ?/> about 6
i p ( \ ,  <t>, t ,  S) = 0 (A, <f>, t )  + Stpi (A, <f>, t )  + ...
We see that our leading order equation remains unchanged
I v '2*>+ 2 l r  = 0 (4X2)
but the 0(5) equation becomes
1 ^  +  2 ^ -  =  J(V>o,V2 t/-0) -  ^ V 2 ^ 0  (4.1.3)
From the previous chapter we have
V>o = A i(n)e<(roiA- ,,,t)i^»(M) + ^(rO e^i"11^ ^ ^ 1^ )
+A 2 (n)ei<m2 A- ,7 2 t>P™2(//) +
+ A3  (ri) e^ma A - < 7 3  ^  P ™ 3 (/.i.) +  (m) (4.1.4)
where
mi + ?n2  =  m3  
and the following conditions on the velocities
—2 n i i  — 2  m2  , —2 m ^
o \  =  — 7-—rr, cr2  =  — 7-—rr and <73 =
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n i ( n i  +  l ) ’ 7i2 (?i2 +  l )  n 3 (n 3 + 1 )
To examine interactions of these Rossby-Haurwitz waves we must study the 0 ( 6 )  equation. 
Through substituting (4.1.4) into this equation, (4.1.3), we see that we must examine the
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following
d  (  1 d2V>i , d2V>i , 0^ i  _
dt, \  cos2  (p dX"2 d(p2 d c p )  d X
3 3 i j + n k
E  E  £  P ? ‘ + m * B ^
j — 1 k = j + l  n = | n j —  t h |
nj + n k
+ ( - l ) mM i Afceit(m>_mfc)A"(erj_fffc)i] £  P n j ~ m k B n i n kn k ]
n = \n , j -n k \
+ ]T  n j i n j  + + c.c. (4.1.5)
j'=i
If any term on the right hand side of this equation satisfies the leading order equation 
(4.1.2) then a problem with resonance will be encountered as before. Therefore we must 
examine these equations to determine whether or not this problem occurs.
Examining the first term
g*[(mj +mt)A-(aj +<rk )£] p ™ j  +mk
we see that this term solves the leading order equation if and only if
i(< jj +  (Tk)n(ji +  1) +  2  i ( r r i j  +  ra * ) =  0
Using the conditions derived from the leading order equation, the left hand side of this 
equation reduces to
( ~ ~r ‘2~4-~n — T ^ T n )  n(n + + +  m = 0\ n j ( n i  + 1) n k (nk +  l ) J  J
Examining this term we can see that it will equal zero if and only if j  =  1 and k  =  2, 
i.e. this will represent the third part of the triad, the (m3 , 7 1 3 ) Rossby-Haurwitz wave. So
Chapter 4, Section 1_____  ___  ______ _________________Triad solutions and Zonal flow
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taking these values into account the problematic term is
1 A A c«[(mi+m2)A-(tri+ff2)t] p m i + m 2 n m i m 2
lni 712-^ 1 c r n 3 711712^1
There are no other cases for this example for which this term will cause resonance.
Next examining the other possibility we study
e i[ ( m j- m k)X-(<Tj-<rk)t] p r n j - m k
This term solves the leading order equation if and only if
i (cr j — O k ) n ( n  + 1) +  2 i ( m j  — m k ) =  0
Using the conditions derived from the leading order equation the left hand side of this 
equation reduces to
( — f 2? +-n H-----n (n  +  + 2 (m j  ~  m k 'i =  °\ n j { n j  + 1) n k ( n k +  l ) J
Examining this term we see that there are two cases for which this term can equal zero. 
The first case is if j = 2  and k  = 3. This represents the conjugate of the first Rossby- 
Haurwitz wave of our leading order solution when n = n \  to give the wave i.e.,
( - l ) m3Zn2n3A2i 3ei[(m2- m3)A- ("2-"3)t]Pn7 - m3^ 2™
The other possibility for this case which causes problems is j = 1 and k  =  3, which 
corresponds to the conjugate of the second Rossby-Haurwitz wave when n  =  n2, (m2, n2),
L 1 W J  A ,  J„/3i[(i7ll-77l3)A-(o-l-lT3)i] P7H1-TO3 0  7711-7713 
V *-) t 7ii7i3-^1 l - i l 3 e' 712 ■D n i n s n
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Examining the t\ derivative terms we also see tha t we have expressions akin to 
each term  in the leading order solution which will also cause problems with resonance. 
Therefore, combining all this, we note tha t the following terms will prove to be problematic
if they are left in the equation
• ( - l ) m3!nin34 i i 3e -iKmi- m3)A-(i l - ff3)tlPn7 - m3( - l ) 5 ”
• m(n 1 + 1
• n a ^  + l ^ e ^ ^ - ^ P ™ 2
• nstna +  l ^ e ^ A - ^ p m s
These terms will cause problems with resonance if they are left in the equations as 
they are. The complex conjugates of all these terms also need to be included to ensure 
tha t we have encompassed all terms of this format.
In order to avoid this problem we can equate all these problematic terms and cancel 
them from the right hand side of the 0(5)  equation (4.1.5). Remembering th a t m i +  m 2 =  
m 3 we get
+ i ) ^ e^ - ^ ) p „ 7  = 0
-¡niB3(-l)raH-l)m3^ i 3ei(m2A- ff!i)P n T C J 3 + M n -2 + l ^ e ^ - ^ P ™ 2 = 0
inin2^ 1A2ei^A-.3i)pm3S =  + n3(n3 + 1)^ ei(m3A-<,3t)pm3 = Q
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along with their complex conjugates. Tidying this up a little we see that we get
(_1 )m3/ 75^ 2-7713
a / i i  _  I ^  L M  ln 2n3-D n2nsn 1 T 4 i4 1 6)
d r \  ni(ni + l) 2 3
^ 2  =  (-I)^ (_ l)rn 3/win3pmln-m3 _ ^
d n  n2(n2 + 1)
d A $  I n i m -^ «iU2»i3 j 4 M 1
=  n 3 (n 3 +  l )  M M  ( 4 1 ’8)
Next we examine the terms from the amplitude equations to see if they can
be written in a nicer form. Firstly examining B™^~™ 3 we see that
r l  f  d P m i d P ~ m3 \
/
l /  d P m i  i'_
^P™2 ( i m 3P ™ 3 - j £ -  +  i m i I ™  ■
/
I /  ( j P m  1 d P n
i P ™ 3 [ i m 2P ^  -  i r m P ^  - ÿ
=  - ( - l ) m2( - l  ) m 3B ™ )irri2''«1712713
Applying similar calculations to B™ *~™ 3 we can see that to ensure that we do not en­
counter problems with these resonant terms we insist that the amplitudes must satisfy the
following differential equations
I 7
B % ™ aA 2A3 (4.1.9)
(4.1.10)
C  3 ^ 2  (4.1.11)
d A i 7^12713
d r i n i ( n i  +  1)
d A 2 ^713711
d r i ^2 ( ^ 2  +  1)
d A 'i 7^i2ni
d r \ n3(n3 +  1)
If a change of variable is applied to these equations it should be noticed that they represent 
the three-wave equations which model the nonlinear dynamics of the amplitudes of three 
waves in fluids or plasmas. There are well known conservation quantities connected to the
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three-wave equations which will also apply to our equations above. Examples of studies
on these conservation properties are in [7] and [11].
4.2 C hecking for occurrence of zonal flow a t 0 ( 5 ) and  0 ( 5 2)
The conditions on the amplitudes must now be taken into account when examining the 
0 ( 5 )  equation and hence the ip \ solution. Applying these conditions we see that the our
ip l solution is now
3 3 ttj+n*
= J 2  £  ( X  A i +"“ )X~ {0i + ak)i ]P n J +m*
j=l k = j + \  n=|n,—nfc|
n £ n jk
nj+nit
+ X  Af= B ™ i W k bn fn kn k ^  - ra*)A- {<r; )
n = \n j~ n k \
+ c.c. (4.2.1)
n j k  = <
n  3 . j  =  l , k  =  2
r i j  4- n i c  +1, otherwise
where
m , j  =  2, k  = 3
n j k = <  n 2, j  =  1, A; =  3
rtj +  rik +  1 , otherwise
All that the conditions n  rijk  and n  ^  fi jk  do is to take out the resonant term.
We must check all these terms now to see if any of them will correspond to zonal flow. 
As explained before, zonal flow terms are A independent wave solutions. Examining these 
terms we see that the A part of the exponential term will be zero if and only if rrij — ink
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or m-j =  —rr ik . Firstly examining the case for m.j =  —m k the expression for ipx reduces to
3 3 n j + n k
* = E E (  E
j = 1 k = j + i  n = | n j - n fc | 
n fr i jk
rij+nk
+ ( -1 )^  X  A3AkB - ^ i ; r kl>n™tnmke ^ -2m^ x- ^ ' P ~2w*) 
n=|«,—nfc| 
n-^hjk
+ c.c. (4.2.2)
Only the first of these two terms can represent zonal flow. For this zonal flow term to be 
of the form of a Rossby-Haurwitz wave it must satisfy the condition
+ 0-fc)n(n + 1) =  0
But like in the previous chapter we see that this is true if and only if r i j  =  n k . If this holds 
true then b~™kJ £ k is zero. Similar results are determined for the case where m-j = rn k . 
Therefore we see once again that it is not possible to produce zonal flow at 0 ( 6 )  even 
when we start with a resonantly interacting triad solution.
The next logical step to take is to check for the occurrence of zonal flow at 0 ( 5 2 ). 
The 0(<52) equation is
- ¿ - V V ,  (4.2.3)
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When we substitute in our expressions for ipo and i p i ,  the 0 ( 6 2 ) equation is
9  V72 / , o ^ 2   ^ ^2 i
M y 'h  +  * W  =  - a 7 l v  + 1
3  3  3  (  n j + n f c
+ E E E  e  (nj(ni + 1) — n(n +  1)) x
t=l j=l fc=jH-l v n=|n,—n<.| 
njtrijk
( A l A j A k j U m ‘+ m i + m '‘» - l l,‘+ffj +<7^
/ , d P mt rl P m j +m k \
( i { m i + m k ) P ^ ^ - i m i P S ^ L _ )
—A i A  ■Akei ^m , ~ rnj~ m h^ ~ ^ <r,~ a j ~ <Tk^
r l P m i ,/ pmj +m*
= -liiL. -i- imiPm‘ — __
+  dft
rij+nic
+  £  (n/(n/4-1)- n ( n  + 1)) x
71=1^ -71*. | 
n^njk
(-1  Y n k B n % ~ n k bn}}nkn k ^ A l A j A k S m i+ m ^ m ^ X- ^ + ^ - ,r^
/  d P m' d P mi ~ mk \
( i (m j  -  m k ) K ‘ ¡ " » W  — )
—J4JJ4j.J4fcei[(m'-mi+mfc)A-(<r'-er^ +<7*)i]
/  / f P ” *1 , /p mj - m fc )
( * » , + i m,P„? i « L _ ) ) }  (4.2.4)
We want to examine all these terms to see if zonal flow can be produced. If we take, 
for example, j  =  1, k  =  2 and / =  3 then the second term will correspond to zonal flow. 
This term is
«,+«*
X  (n3(n3 +  x) -  n(n + !)) Ai A2i43e- *Kmi +m2—m3)A—(<ri +ff2-<r3)i]
71=1«,-«* |
n / ’ljk
/  r /P m3 /7 P mi +t«2 .  *
x (¡(m, + m2)Pn™.+”« - J i -  + ) )
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Examining this term we see that the A term is in fact zero and hence it represents zonal 
flow. To see if it represents a Rossby-Haurwitz wave it must satisfy the Rossby-Haurwitz 
wave condition, i.e.
mi. m2  m3
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7 1 1 ( 7 1 1  + 1) 7i2(Ti2 + l) n3(n3 +  l)
This condition was one of the conditions of our triad solution. The a  terms in the above 
expression equate to
2mi 2 7 712 2m3
<71 + 0 2  — 0 3  = ----- -,---- —nr------ -,----—rr +ni(ni +  l) n2(n2 + l) n3(n3 +  l)
= 0
Therefore we can conclude from these workings that nonresonantly interacting Rossby- 
Haurwitz waves are incapable of generating zonal flow for either the 0 ( 6 )  equation or the 
0 ( 6 2) equation. By examining resonantly interacting Rossby-Haurwitz waves we have 
shown that it is possible to generate zonal flow. Zonal flow first occurs at the 0 ( 6 2 ) 
equation and it is only possible to generate such waves when a triad interaction is consid­
ered. Thus the preceding calculations illustrate the capacity of Rossby-Haurwitz waves to 
generate zonal flow through the reronant mechanism for a triad solution.
4.3 Zonal flow
The consequences of the previous section will now be discussed in detail. We proved that 
resonant zonal flow terms are generated which will cause the asymptotic expansion of ip 
to become invalid for certain time, when we consider a resonantly interacting Rossby-
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Haurwitz wave triad solution up to 0 ( 5 2 ). As a result of this we include these particular
zonal flow terms in our leading order solution to ensure that this doesn’t happen.
One should note, however, that at this stage this does not rule out the possibility that
the zonal flow terms are O ( S ) .  According to our asymptotic scheme, at each order, certain
equations are imposed on the amplitudes to avoid resonances. Solving these equations
turn out that the equations we will later impose on the zonal flow amplitudes lead to 
amplitudes of O ( S ) .
In the previous section we saw that we can produce one example of resonant zonal 
flow when examining the 0 ( 6 2 ) equation for the triad solution. Therefore at this order we 
have produced zonal flow terms which are also Rossby-Haurwitz wave solutions. Similar 
terms can also be produced for the other parts of the 0 ( S 2 ) equation which will similarly 
correspond to nonzero resonant zonal flow. Therefore these terms will cause resonance 
and are problematic. To overcome this problem these terms are included in the leading 
order solution from the outset. Therefore we study
at each order updates the amplitudes, which are given as expressions in 6. It could well
N
(4.3.1)
where
—2 rrij
3 n j { n j  + 1)’ 
rrij =  0, A j  =  Â j , j  = 4,5, - - , N
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Using this new solution for tpo we once again have to make sure that resonant Rossby- 
Haurwitz waves do not occur on the right hand side of the 0 ( 5 )  equation. To ensure that 
this does not happen we must enforce the following conditions on the amplitudes
d A 1 =  ¿„2„ 3 a  +  2 A, Ale
(iTi ni(ni +1) ^  ni(ni + l)
d A 2 Uizni j  A , ^nkn 2B l i 22nkn2 A A
—,—  =  ------ 7------ t - A i . 4 3  +  1 > ------- -------— ,r~A2A k
(Itx ri2 (ri2  +  1) “  n 2 ( n 2 + 1)
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d A $  _  I712*11^711712713 A  A  i O \  ^  ^ n k Tl3 ^ T l Z n k n ^  A A
* r =  n s N + D  1 2  h  «3<"3+ï) 3 ‘
d A u— = 0 for fe =  4,5, ■ ■ ■ , N  (4.3.2)
d r  i
We see that the amplitudes of the zonal flow terms do not gain or lose energy at this time 
scale. At this order the zonal flow actually acts as a catalyst, helping the other waves 
to exchange energy between them. The next order of the equation must be studied to 
establish conditions on variations for the zonal flow amplitudes.
Before continuing to study the next order equation we should notice that the zonal 
flow terms at this order only affect the phase of the amplitudes, A i ,  i  =  1,2, 3. If we take 
the derivative of the modulus squared of A i ,  i  =  1,2, 3, in each case we will see that the 
terms containing the zonal flow amplitudes will reduce to zero. The other terms will be 
nonzero after applying the same calculation to them. Therefore we can infer that the first 
part of the amplitude conditions affect the wave itself while the zonal flow terms affect 
the phase only.
Examining these equations we notice that it is possible, in theory, to solve these 
equations. Solving these equations we can determine expressions for A i .  The result of this
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is that A i  will be dependent on 5, t  and N  constants of integration, i.e. the amplitudes 
are functions of the form A ( S ,  t ,  ci, C2 , . .. cjv). At the 0 ( 8 2 ) equation the problem with 
resonance will once again crop up. To overcome this problem of resonance we now make 
the integration constants t  dependent. These terms will be slowly time dependent and 
hence will first appear in the 0 ( 6 2 ) equation. This will cause terms of the form
d A j  d c \  d A j  d e w
d c i  d t  ^ d c j y  d t
to appear in the 0 ( 8 2 ) equation. We symbolically write
d A j  d A j  d c \  d A j  dc^j
d r 2 d c i  d t  q Cn  ¿ f
It is important to note that in our asymptotic scheme t \  and t2 are not independent 
variables. We will explain later that treating t \  and t2 as independent variables leads to 
inconsistent equations.
To study the next order of the equation an expression is required for iJj \  . Taking into 
account the above conditions, it can be deduced that
3  n  r i j+ n k
j = l  k = j+1 n = \ n j - n k\
n^rijk
r i j+ n k
i / __I  \ m k S T '  A . 7. f j rn3 - m kumj - Tnk i[ (rn j-m k)}>-(cTj-(Tk )t] p ™ j - m k \
■ \  jTikn unjTikn  C  m i  I
n = \r i j -n k \
+ c.c. (4.3.3)
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where
n jk
«3, j  =  l , k  =  2
i i j , j  =  1,2,3 and k  =  4,5, • • • ,7V
r i j  + n k + 1, otherwise
and
n j k  =
m, j  =  2, k =  3
n  2 , j  =  l,fc = 3
j  =  1,2,3 and A: =  4,5, • • • , iV 
ii7- +  i lk  + 1, otherwise 
When we examine the 0 ( 6 2 ) equation for these values of ipo and ip \ we find that 
resonating terms will be produced which will cause problems with the approximation. We 
overcome these resonance problems by making the Ci slowly time dependent variables. 
Using this and the symbolic notation in terms of partial r-z derivatives, the next set of
amplitude equations are given below. Note that this is a system of N  ordinary differential
equations for Ci,...  ,Cyv.
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d A . 1 - - «>+«3
0 t2 ni(ni + l) n=|ri3—«i| 
n:£ri2
«1 + n  3
, / ( nmira3\2imim3 ^r 2_^, nn3 K ^ n in in l  wni«3n j
n=|«3-«i|
n j+ n j  n i+ n a
- a , a 2 a ^  y .  +  E  ‘» ■ . w t f e )
n=|7l2— 7»! I 71=|7l2-ni|
«*£«3
iV  t i l + 7 1 3
/e=4 ti=17i i —7 1 31
71^712 
71J+712
1 \  ' I p>mim2 nm30 L7713O
' /  ,  *7l7l2 711 71271 71371 jfcTi «371*71
n = l « 2 - « i |
«5^« 3 
« 2 + n 3
f ________ 1 \7 « i f __ 1 \7n3 r j7 « i0  r>7« 2—m 3 Lf«2—7«3 \
i"  /  y ‘ ««fc^ V iJ «i7ifcn-1Jn2«3n uninsn J
« = |« 2 -7 1 3 |
«5i«l
/V JV «1+«*
- Y , Y . i A ' A * A ‘ E  (4.3.4)
fc=4 /= 4  n = | « i —«fcl
n^n.
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9A2 1 - ■ ” l+ n î
A thA iÇ  Y  W i C S ü ’ C K
n = |n 2- n i |  
n^na
ÔT2 n2(n2 + 1)
m+Ti2
E l ( Rm i ~ m2 ï 2 /im i ~ m'1 1inni ^ nmjn / "nimn J
»12+«S W2+W3
->m 3.j 3( E  U ( i S ) !C 5 +  E  W ^ s r ) 2« . ; ? “)
n=|ri2— 7i31 n=|n2—713I
715*711
7121-713
fc=4 n=|ri2—7i3|
n^ni
»H+n3
1 V  / n«i3 Rmi—m3irai-ro3 DmjO' / y tyJifcV / \ ' ni71371 wnj71371 Dnîiiiin
71=]t13—711 1 
7lji7l2
n i+712
_  / om i77i2 n m i O  i/njQ \
/   ^ 17i7i 1 ■'-''m 712 ^ 713 n * Jl «3«fc n J
n=\n2-n i\
n ^ n  3
TV ./V 712+Tlfc
- E E 4^ -4*'4' E  (4-3-5)
fc=4 i=4 n=|7i2—7i*|
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Q  J  I  I  » * *>
l à  = Ü M l ) h x " (  E  ' » W S ) 1«
3’«i«3«
n=|«3—«l|
«1+713
E l ( \2  im i - m 3 \tnniVi3nin3n w«i«3« J
«=|«3~«i|
Tifila
«2+713 «2+7*3
+/i2Ì 2A-,( e  w j c c o ’ c s s -  E  w < s u)2e > i r )
«=|«2 — 7I3I 71=|t12—7»3|
715^ 711
tv m +7i2
-^ 2A iyÌ2A jt^  ^  ¿7 m* ^ ninïTi^ nman^ nsnitT»
fc=4 n=|«i—«2I
«^«3
712+713
1 f — 1 \ mi (_1 \m3 07712—m3 nmiO imiO ^ /  , hm2\ i ) \ x) «271371 XJ«i«*7il;ni«*«
«=|«2-«3| 
nitrii 
711+«3
1 / / 1 \ m 2 f __I \r1i 3  o r n i - m 3 n rn jO  . m 20 \I /  , ‘««1^ . iJ71in3n 712«*« 7l2«*7l y
«=|«i—«s|
»iyi«2
TV /V «3+71*
~  5 Z  5 Z  4A^AkAi 1 ««/^7l3«/«^«3«*«^«3«*« j (4.3.6)
fc=4 ¿=4 «=|«3—«*|
n/713
ÔT2 ' nk{nk 4- 1)
712+713
( _  \  ' / /_ l\m3/_i\mi omiO nm2-m3 rmj-m3
l  /  , lnn iV  -U  V A / ■I- '« i« * n - I J « 2n 3«  w« 2« 3«
«=|«2-«3|
«?£«1
«l+«3
E l I ^ ì \ m3(ìyri2r>m20 omi-ms Lini- i n n 2 \ * )  V -1/ L)ri2nitn L)n\nzn n\n-m 3 iri3n«=|«1-«3|
«#«2
« l + « 2
+ j ;  /n«3^33«°*n^ M1n7nC«"n) k =  4 , . . . , N  (4.3.7)
n = |« i - « 2|
71^713
A t th is  stage we po in t ou t th a t trea ting  T] and as independent variables, as is
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done in  o ther asym pto tic  schemes, sim plifies the equations, o f course, b u t is inconsistent 
here. Such an approach tu rn s  the equations (4.3.2) in to  p a r t ia l d iffe ren tia l equations. 
In  the equations (4.3.4) to  (4.3.7), the  deriva tive  is now also a p a rtia l derivative, not 
ju s t a shorthand no ta tion . D iffe ren tia ting  the last equation in  (4.3.2) w ith  respect to  
t 2 and (4.3.7) w ith  respect to  t\, however, leads to  a d iffe rent resu lt and therefore to  a 
con trad ic tion .
Assum ing th a t the zonal flow am plitudes are o f 0(6), allows us to  remove the corre­
sponding term s from  the r ig h t hand side in  (4.3.2). These term s w il l  reappear in  equations
(4.3.4) to  (4.3.6), w h ile  the  term s w ith  the zonal flow  am plitudes can be removed. Cross­
d iffe ren tia tio n  shows th a t the  two systems o f p a rtia l d iffe ren tia l equations fo r A \ , A 2 and 
A 3 are inconsistent. In  our asym pto tic  scheme, the in teg ra tion  constants from  the p rev i­
ous order are made tim e-dependent at the next order, and a set o f o rd in a ry  d iffe ren tia l 
equations are imposed on them . T h is  does no t lead to  any inconsistency.
To examine the equations (4.3.4) to  (4.3.7) fu rth e r we w i l l  take the  firs t example
n = iA\AiA<iOL + iA iA sA sfl
OT2
N  N  N
+i 5 3  2A.2A3Akjk +  * 5Z  ^2 AkAtfki
fc=4 k = 4 1=4
where a, ¡3, 7  and 5 are the constants given in  equation (4.3.4). The im ag inary  p a rt o f 
these constants has been taken out exp lic itly .
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Tak ing  the derivative o f the m odulus we see th a t
« l'ii I2 , , ,  a  a ,
~ d ^ - A ' a W  +  A l d ^
N
=  A i ( — i a A i A 2A 2 — ÌPA1 A 3A 3 — i^ ^ /y k A 2Aj,Ak
k= 4
N  N
— i 5 Z  &kiMAkA{)
k=4 1=4
+  Ài  (ia A xA 2A 2 +  ÌPA1 A 3À 3 +  i 5 3  7k ^ A ^ A k  +  i E E  SkiAiAkAi)
k= 4
N
= —i 5 3  7fc ( A iA 2 À 3 A A —
Z
A T  J V  JV
fc=  fc=4 i= 4
k=4
From  th is equation we can see th a t the  zonal flow  term s can in  fact affect the am p li­
tude o f the  wave, and no t ju s t its  phase. S im ila r results w ill be found fo r the o ther two 
am p litude  equations, A 2 and A 3 . The fin a l th in g  to  check is how the zonal flow  am plitudes 
are affected by  these equations. E xam in ing  the last equation, (4.3.7) we rew rite  i t  as
^  =  iKk (A 1 A 2A 3 ~ A 1 A 2A z) k = 4 , . . . , N  (4.3.8)
Tak ing  the deriva tive  o f the  m odulus squared we ob ta in
- = 2inkA k (A iA 2A 3 — A 1A 2A 3)
Since th is  te rm  is, in  general, nonzero we can see th a t the  am plitudes o f the  zonal flow 
term s are indeed affected at the  0(82) equation. These am plitudes are affected in  a 
m eaningfu l way as the  wave its e lf is altered, no t ju s t the  phase o f the  wave.
In  th is  chapter we have shown th a t zonal flow  is created a t 0(62) i f  we commence 
our calculations w ith  a resonant tr ia d  solu tion. Th is  zonal flow  on ly  affects the phase o f
6 5
the am plitudes a t 0(8). A t 0(S2) though i t  affects b o th  the phase and the am plitudes o f 
the waves.
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C h a p t e r  5
N u m erica l C a lcu la tio n s
In  th is  chapter we w il l  now app ly  a ll the  previous theory to  some examples. By 
doing th is  we w il l  illu s tra te  the mechanism o f th is  work. F irs t ly  we w ill go th rough  a ll the 
necessary cond itions th a t a tr ia d  so lu tion  m ust satisfy. A p p ly in g  a ll these conditions to 
a sm all set o f numbers we determ ine the firs t th irteen  triads . We sha ll examine some o f 
these tr ia d  examples to fu r th e r our understanding o f the com plicated m ethod explained 
in  the  previous chapters.
U sing these tr ia d  solu tions we firs tly  exam ine the numbers involved for ou r 'tj)\ so­
lu tion . To do th is  we m ust determ ine the range o f non zero solutions applicab le fo r 
Bjijnkn and b’n-nln for each wave under consideration. From  th is  we can examine the 
0(iS2) equation and determ ine how many zonal flow terms, i f  any, are created. Due to
6 7
the aforem entioned problem  w ith  resonance, a ll these term s m ust fo rm  p a rt o f the leading 
order so lu tion . Using th is  leading order so lu tion  the required am p litude  conditions are 
com puted for these numbers.
5 . 1  T r i a d s
To exam ine the described m ethod num erica lly  we f irs t ly  need to  determ ine which waves
can ac tua lly  fo rm  a tr ia d . From  exam in ing the com plicated lis t o f cond itions which need
to be satisfied i t  becomes clear th a t i t  is on ly a few p a rticu la r waves w h ich  satisfy these 
requirem ents. The  lis t o f cond itions w hich a tr ia d  would have to satisfy are
<71 +  <72 =  <73
mi +  m2 = m3
rrii < raj V -i =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . -  
|7*i -  ri2| < n3 < rii + n 2 
ni  +  « 2  +  « 3  odd
«1 # 712  ^U3
as we have seen in  C hapter 3 and A ppend ix  B. C learly  not a ll waves can p a rtic ipa te  in  
resonant in teractions.
A p p ly in g  a ll the required cond itions necessary fo r the occurrence o f a Rossby-Haurw itz 
wave tr ia d , the firs t th irteen  triads  for the lowest wavenumbers are given in  Table 5.1. In  
order to  show the workings o f th is  theory  an example is e x p lic it ly  s tud ied  to generate nu-
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(7m, ni) (m2,n2) (7n3,n3)
(1,6) (2,14) (3, 9)
(I, 6) (11, 20) (12, 15)
(2, 6) (3, 8) (5, 7)
(2, 6) (4, 14) (6, 9)
(2, 7) (11, 20) (13, 14)
(2, 14) (17, 20) (19, 19)
(3, 6) (6, 14) (9, 9)
(3, 9) (8, 20) (11, 14)
(3, 14) (1, 20) (4, 15)
(4, 12) (5, 14) (9, 13)
(6, 14) (2, 20) (8, 15)
(6, 18) (7, 20) (13, 19)
(9, 14) (3, 20) (12, 15)
Table 5.1: The firs t 13 triads
m erieal results. We shall s tudy the firs t tr ia d , namely, (1 ,6 ), (2,14) and (3 ,9 ). Therefore 
fo r the rest o f th is  section we have
( m t .n i )  =  (1 ,6 ), (m 2 , n 2) =  (2,14) and (m 3 , n 3) =  ( 3 ,9 )
E xam in ing  the  firs t p a rt o f th is  tr ia d  we can see th a t when m = l , n  =  6  the wave 
in  question is e ^A+2T^P61. The p lo t o f the real p a rt o f th is  wave is given in  F igure  (5.1).
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F igure  5.1: R ossby-H aurw itz wave el ^ + 2 i i )p 61 (sin^)) and the corresponding contour p lo t
S im ila rly  we see th a t the  other two waves m — 2, n = 14 and m  = 3, n  =  9 produce 
the waves e^2 A+io5 i ) p 24  and el (3A+ i 5 t )p ^  respectively. The p lo t o f the rea l parts o f these 
waves are given in  F igures (5.2) and (5.3)
I f  we consider a ll three o f these waves together the tr ia d  w hich we are exam in ing is
•0 = A ie 1^ ^  P§ + A2el(2A+T56t)P124 
+  i4 3ei(3A +^ P 93 +  c.c. (5.1.1)
The p lo t o f the rea l p a rt o f th is  tr ia d  is shown in  F igure  (5.4)
From  these contour p lo ts  i t  can be seen th a t the  zonal wavenumber is given by m, 
and n — m  is the  wavenumber in  the no rth -sou th  d irection . Therefore we can see th a t n  
represents the to ta l wavenumber.
7 0
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F igure 5.2: R ossby-H aurw itz  wave ei (2 A+io5 i ) p i24 (sin<^) and the  corresponding contour p lo t
F igure 5.3: R ossby-H aurw itz  wave e*(3 A+i s ( s i n  0) and the corresponding contour p lo t
7 1
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F igure 5.4: R ossby-H aurw itz wave tr ia d  so lution, equation (5.1.1) and the corresponding 
contour p lo t
5 . 2  T h e  g e n e r a t i o n  o f  Z o n a l  f l o w  t e r m s
5 .2 .1  0(5)  i n t e r a c t i o n s
Using th is  tr ia d  so lu tion  (5.1.1) we f irs t ly  examine the 0 (5 ) in teractions. E xam in ing  th is  
equation we w il l  be able to  derive the ipi so lution. The 0 (5 )  equation is sta ted in  Chapter 
4, equation (4.1.3). We examine th is  0 (5 ) equation fo r two reasons. F irs tly , we want to  
see i f  any zonal flow  term s are generated. For zonal flow  to  be generated the  m  p a rt o f 
the  exponentia l te rm  m ust be zero. The m  parts o f th is  expression equates to
From  the  numbers w h ich  we are using a ll the mi are unique and hence none o f these 
expressions can equate to  zonal flow. Therefore zonal flow  cannot be generated at 0 (5 ) o f 
th is  equation even when we s ta rt ou t our calculations using a tr ia d  solution.
m± ± 7712, m i ± 7713, m 2 ± m 3
7 2
Secondly we m ust exam ine th is  equation to  determ ine i f  any resonant term s are 
present. I f  any term s on the r ig h t hand side o f th is  equation solve the leading order 
equation then  we have a problem . We fin d  th a t there  are indeed term s w h ich  cause 
resonance a t th is  order. To counteract th is  prob lem  we app ly  am p litude  conditions on 
these offending terms. These conditions were derived in  C hapter 4, equations (4.1.9), 
(4.1.10) and (4.1.11). F il l in g  in  the  values fo r m* and n* w h ich  we are considering we 
ob ta in
^  =  5 8 .5 5 8 2 ^2 ^3
(ITl
- =  4 .68466^1^.3
ûÎTi
^  =  38 .258*A iA 2
GtTl
Im p lem enting  these conditions the resonance prob lem  can now be solved. We have 
shown th a t we cannot generate zonal flow  a t th is  order and as a resu lt we next examine 
the 0(52) equation.
5 .2 .2  D e r iv in g  t h e  ipi s o lu t io n
Taking  the am plitude  cond itions in to  account in  our 0(5) equation we t r y  to  determ ine 
the '¡/’l  so lu tion. I t  has been shown th a t the  so lu tion  fo r 'ipi reduces to  equation (4.2.1). 
E xam in ing  the term s in  th is  expression i t  is clear th a t we need to  determ ine values fo r 
and 6^4™« • B y  runn ing  programs in  m athem atica  we get the  fo llow ing  tables 
o f values. Table 5.2 has the values fo r B™*™* and , Table 5.3 contains values for
Bnyn2n 2 anc  ^ ^nin^jn2> Table 5.4 represents B™1^  and Table 5.5 contains values
Chapter 5, Section 2 Numerical Calculations
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fo r B " ™  and Table 5.6 represents and and fin a lly  Table 5.7
represents B™an~™* and 6 ™2n ln 3-
n nmim2 n iii2 n
un i nil “ninan
1 1 17.2301z -60*
13 12.4548* -27.3913*
15 8.29596* -16.8*
17 4.96375* -11.6667«
19 2.34338* -8.68966*
Table 5.2: C oupling  constants anc* C
n Dmi-1712■^711*127»
1,7711 -7712 
“ 71171271
9 3.49628* -36.75*
1 1 8.84906* -29.1089*
13 15.2673* -23.3333*
15 21.6655* -18.9677*
17 26.1733i -15.6383*
19 24.7929* -13.0667*
Table 5.3: C oup ling  constants B™*,,n*2 anc  ^ ^ V i j n 2
I f  we look a t these tables o f values we can see th a t is on ly  nonzero fo r n
between 9 and 19, w ith  n  odd. S im ila rly  we can see th a t B ™ ' ^ ™ 3 and B ™ ^ ™ 3 are on^y
7 4
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n -^71171371
1,7711)713
71171371
4 5.85239* 8.4*
6 -8.42563* 15*
8 -11.9572* - 2 1 0 *
1 0 -13.2368* -10.5*
1 2 -12.9962* -4.88372*
14 -10.4018* -3*
Table 5.4: C oupling constants and
n f> m i— 7713 ■LJ 71171371
1,7711 -7713  
71171371
4 -8.84799* -13.2632*
6 -9.22981* -15*
8 -6.00544* -18.2609*
1 0 1.35831* -25.2*
1 2 11.9378* -46.6667*
Table 5.5: C oup ling  constants and b™ xn ™ 3
nonzero fo r n  even w ith  n  between 4 and 14 and n  between 6  and 22 respectively. I t  is 
clear th a t bn-n^n is no t as res tric ted  as the  values fo r Bn/n^n b u t we re s tr ic t our tables to  
these same ranges o f values because these ranges fo r n  are the  in terva ls about w h ich we 
w il l  app ly  the  sum m ations.
Bn^nnn i s the  coupling coefficient w h ich causes resonance fo r n  =  9. E xam in ing  the
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n nrnjraa■LJn2nsn Tl2Tlzn
6 -5.88655* -18.75*
8 26.6356* -31.3433*
1 0 12.4948* -2 1 0 *
1 2 -4.82547* 35.5932*
14 -18.6664* 15*
16 -28.0914* 9.01288*
18 -32.9823* 6.21302*
2 0 -32.8872* 4.61538*
2 2 -25.9314* 3.59589*
Table 5.6: C oupling  constants B™2n"% and b'n^n
tables o f numbers for th is  coefficient we can see th a t fo r n = 1 1  the  corresponding b 
resu lt is the  largest by some m arg in . T h is  indicates th a t th is  te rm  is near resonance, i.e. 
fo r th is  te rm , the resonance co nd ition  is approxim ate ly  equal to  zero. S im ila rly , is
resonant fo r n  =  14. Once again fo r th is  te rm  we can see th a t the  te rm  fo r n  =  12
the  nearest integer under investiga tion  is also the largest, also suggesting near resonance. 
L a s tly  is resonant fo r n  =  6  and, once again, we see th a t fo r the nearest integer
to  th is , n  =  8 , the  corresponding te rm  in  b™£~™3 ^  the  largest by  some m argin.
I t  is th rough  using the numbers above we have determ ined the ■¡/’l  so lu tion. Using 
th is  so lu tion  we can now consider the  0 (62) equation and investigate i f  nonzero zonal flow
7 6
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n 731712 rris±Jn2U^,n un2n37i
8 14.5228* -84*
1 0 0.162338* -37.0588*
1 2 -15.9295* -22.1053*
14 -27.7451* -15*
16 -29.5888* -10.9565*
18 -17.2662* -8.4*
2 0 9.12981* -6.66667*
2 2 37.8582* -5.43103*
Table 5.7: C oupling  constants B ™22n3™ 3 and 6 ™ 2Tl:i™ 3
is produced.
5 .2 .3  0 (S 2) i n t e r a c t i o n s
W ith  the coupling constants fo r ipi fo r the  tr ia d  so lu tion  determ ined we m ust examine 
the 0(52) equation to  see w hether zonal flow  term s can be created a t th is  order. We now 
subs titu te  the  expression found  fo r - 0 1  in to  the 0(52) equation and determ ine w hich terms, 
i f  any, cause resonance. I f  any o f these term s th a t cause resonance are zonal flow  terms 
then  we have created zonal flow  at th is  order. The 0(S2) equation is given in  Chapter 4, 
equation (4.2.4).
Look ing  at th is  we can see th a t when m x =  1, =  2 and m 3 =  3 we do indeed get
some zero A term s in  the exponentia l te rm . Therefore we have the p oss ib ility  o f zonal flow
7 7
being generated. We m ust ensure th a t the coefficients in  fro n t o f these p o te n tia l zonal 
flow  term s are not zero. Once th a t is ensured then  we have generated zonal flow.
I f  I = 3, j  — 1 and k =  2 then the second exponentia l te rm  has a zero exponentia l 
pa rt. T h is  te rm  is
ni+n.2
5 3  ( n 3 (n 3 +  1) -  n(n +
n=|ni— 712I
n^ Ti3
. r]Pm 3 jpm i+m 2 x
x  ( i ( m i +  m 2) P r +m2 +  im zPZ> nd/j -)
A p p ly in g  the spectra l m ethod to  th is  expression we see th a t th is  equates to
713+n
2  A1A2A3p!(n(n  +  1) -  n 3( n 3 +
n=\ri3—n\
njins
where the bounds fo r n are \ni — n2\ < n < rii +  n 2 from  the  sum m ation in  equation
(4.2.4). E xam in ing  these bounds and the in te rac tion  coefficients connected to  th is  te rm  
we can see th a t there is zonal flow  generated for n  =  3 —> 27 where h  is odd.
The next poss ib ility  fo r w h ich  zonal flow  can be generated is i f  I = 1, j  = 2 and k = 3. 
For th is  example the th ird  exponentia l te rm  from  equation (4.2.4) is zero. Therefore th is  
te rm  p o te n tia lly  generates zonal flow. Taking out th a t te rm  and app ly ing  the spectral 
m ethod we get
711 +71
5 3  +  1 ) -  n(n + m - i r ^ Z ^ b ^ n s T B ^ n T 1
n=\ni—n\
711
where the bounds fo r n  are \n2 — n.j| < n < n2 + from  equation (4.2.4). Once again we 
see th a t th is  means th a t nonzero zonal flow is generated fo r n  =  3 -»  27 where n  is odd.
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The last po ss ib ility  to  be considered is when I =  2, j  = 1 and k =  3. For th is  
example the  th ird  exponentia l te rm  from  equation (4.2.4) is again zero and after app ly ing 
the spectra l m ethod to  th is  te rm  i t  becomes
712+71
£  A t A i A s F f M m  + 1 ) -  n(n + 1 ))( - 1 )
n=|7ij—ti|
n?t«2
where the bounds fo r n  are \n\ — n 3| <  n < n\  +  n 3 fro m  equation (4.2.4). Once again, 
nonzero zonal flow  is generated fo r n  =  3 —> 27 where n is odd.
We w il l  also get equivalent results fo r the  com plex conjugates o f these three equations. 
Therefore we see th a t we have produced m any zonal flow  term s a t the  0(52) calculations. 
I t  can read ily  be shown th a t these term s are in  fact resonant R ossby-H aurw itz waves and 
hence they  should be inc luded in  the xf>o so lu tion  from  the outset. T h is  w il l  ensure th a t 
the so lu tion  w il l  rem ain  va lid  fo r a ll tim e under consideration.
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5 . 3  L e a d i n g  o r d e r  s o l u t i o n  w i t h  z o n a l  f l o w
As a resu lt o f exam in ing a tr ia d  so lu tion  o f the  v o r t ic ity  equation fo r nondivergent plane­
ta ry  flow  up to  0 (62) the  leading order so lu tion  w hich  we should consider is
16
V’o = 53  V’o
3=1
where
il>l =  + A j ( r (m),
— 2 rn j  
^  ~  nj  (nj  +  1) ’
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114 =  3, « 5  =  5 , «6 =  7, . . .  / l i e =  27
Using th is  as ou r leading order so lu tion  the 0(6) equation is now s ligh tly  d ifferent. In  
the equation given by (4.1.5) the sum  over k now must go up to 16 and s im ila rly  the second 
sum  which incorporates the t\ derivatives m ust have an upper l im it  o f 16. As a resu lt o f 
th is  we need to  produce tables for fu rth e r Bn/n^n expressions. These new expressions are 
required for exam in ing the if) 1 so lu tion . These numbers are provided in Tables 5.8, 5.10 
and 5.12 for B%$kn, £™ 2n° n and B™$kn respectively. The num bers produced for 
b™*nkn an^  ^ninkn are given in  Tables 5.9, 5.11 and 5.13 respectively.
W ith  these changes to  the  0(6) equation the t\ am p litude  equations w ill also be 
different. T h is  is due to the fact th a t more term s w ill be generated which w ill cause 
resonance. The a n a ly tic  so lu tion  for these new am p litude  equations is given in  C hapter 4,
m,j =  0, Aj =  Aj, j  =  4,5, ■■•,16
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n
k 8 1 0 1 2 14 16 18 2 0 2 2
4 3.46018* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 7.26387* 5.64521* 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 11.1079* 10.3182* 7.8108* 0 0 0 0 0
7 14.3495* 14.5375* 13.3193* 9.96593* 0 0 0 0
8 16.009* 17.7719* 17.897* 16.292* 12.1147* 0 0 0
9 14.1332* 19.0478* 21.1284* 21.2179* 19.2472* 14.2592* 0 0
1 0 0 16.3086* 22.0426* 24.4479* 24.5152* 22.1911* 16.4008* 0
1 1 0 0 18.4696* 25.012* 27.7443* 27.7968* 25.1271* 18.5403*
1 2 0 0 0 20.6221* 27.9654* 31.0254* 31.0675* 28.0573*
13 0 0 0 0 22.7692* 30.908* 34.2958* 34.3303*
14 0 0 0 0 0 24.9127* 33.8432* 37.5584*
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 27.0535* 36.7728*
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29.1924*
Table 5.8: Coupling constant B™^kn
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n
k 8 1 0 1 2 14 16 18 2 0 2 2
4 2 1 * 9.26471* 5.52632* 3.75* 2.73913* 2 .1 * 1.66667* 1.35776*
5 8.4* 3.70588* 2.21053* 1.5* 1.09565* 0.84* 0.666667* 0.543103*
6 -9.8 i -4.32353* -2.57895* -1.75* -1.27826* -0.98* -0.777778* -0.633621*
7 -33.6* -14.8235* -8.84211* - 6 * -4.38261* -3.36* -2.66667* -2.17241*
8 -63* -27.7941* -16.5789* -11.25* -8.21739* -6.3 * -5* -4.07328*
9 -98* -43.2353* -25.7895* -17.5* -12.7826* -9.8* -7.77778* -6.33621*
1 0 -138.6* -61.1471* -36.4737* -24.75* -18.0783* -13.86* - 1 1 * -8.96121*
1 1 -184.8* -81.5294* -48.6316* -33* -24.1043* -18.48* -14.6667* -11.9483*
1 2 -236.6* -104.382* -62.2632* -42.25* -30.8609* -23.66* -18.7778* -15.2974*
13 -294* -129.706* -77.3684* -52.5* -38.3478* -29.4* -23.3333* -19.0086*
14 -357* -157.5* -93.9474* -63.75* -46.5652* -35.7* -28.3333* -23.0819*
15 -425.6* -187.765* - 1 1 2 * -76* -55.513* -42.56* -33.7778* -27.5172*
16 -499.8* -220.5* -131.526* -89.25* -65.1913* -49.98* -39.6667* -32.3147*
Table 5.9: Coupling constant niTikn
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Table 5.10: Coupling constant B™22nkn
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n
k 4 6 8 1 0 1 2
4 -54.7105* -61.875* -75.3261* -103.95* -192.5*
5 -49.7368* -56.25* -68.4783* -94.5* -175*
6 -42.5526* -48.125* -58.587* -80.85* -149.722*
7 -33.1579* -37.5* -45.6522* -63* -116.667*
8 -21.5526* -24.375* -29.6739* -40.95* -75.8333*
9 -7.73684* -8.75* -10.6522* -14.7* -27.2222*
1 0 8.28947* 9.375* 11.413* 15.75* 29.1667*
1 1 26.5263* 30* 36.5217* 50.4* 93.3333*
1 2 46.9737* 53.125* 64.6739* 89.25* 165.278*
13 69.6316* 78.75* 95.8696* 132.3* 245*
14 94.5* 106.875* 130.109* 179.55* 332.5*
15 121.579* 137.5* 167.391* 231* 427.778*
16 150.868* 170.625* 207.717* 286.65* 530.833*
Table 5.11: Coupling constant
84
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n
k 1 1 13 15 17 19
4 9.68024* 0 0 0 0
5 15.9894* 15.0291* 0 0 0
6 15.6375* 20.H493* 20.0394* 0 0
7 6.97454* 15.8943* 23.4323* 24.8466* 0
8 -7.92121* 3.19092* 15.6298* 26.4245* 29.5218*
9 -22.422* -14.0255* -0.611462* 15.0951* 29.17*
1 0 -26.0408* -27.9296* -19.6557* -4.36602* 14.4062*
1 1 -8.30671* -28.1223* -32.8054* -24.9489* -8.05991*
1 2 28.6664* -5.85785* -29.8404* -37.2756* -29.9979*
13 0 33.4367* -3.47309* -31.3437* -41.4713*
14 0 i 38.0873* -1.14539* -32.7115*
15 0 0 0 42.6545* 1.13458*
16 0 0 0 0 47.1613*
Table 5.12: Coupling constant B™3®nztikn
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n
k 1 1 13 15 17 19
4 27.8571* 12.7174» 7.8» 5.41667» 4.03448»
5 21.4286» 9.78261» 6 » 4.16667» 3.10345»
6 12.1429» 5.54348» 3.4» 2.36111» 1.75862»
7 0 0 0 0 0
8 -15» -6.84783» -4.2» -2.91667» -2.17241»
9 -32.8571» -15» -9.2» -6.38889» -4.75862»
1 0 -53.5714» -24.4565» -15» -10.4167» -7.75862*
1 1 -77.1429» -35.2174* - 2 1 .6 » -15* -11.1724»
1 2 -103.571» -47.2826» -29» -20.1389» -15»
13 -132.857» -60.6522» -37.2» -25.8333» -19.2414»
14 -165» -75.3261» -46.2» -32.0833* -23.8966»
15 - 2 0 0 » -91.3043» -56» -38.8889» -28.9655»
16 -237.857» -108.587» - 6 6 .6 » -46.25» -34.4483*
Table 5.13: Coupling constant on3raj.ii
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equations (4.3.2). These changes cause ou r f irs t set o f am p litude  equations to become
,]A.
- P -  = 58.5582* 2^^3 + iAy ( -  5.83115Æ, -  4.29985^5 + 7.194034c
d.Ti
+29.4452A7 + 51.1306A8) 
^  =  4.68466*/Ii^43 -  a 2 ( l5 .4 0 1 U 4 +  25.9221A5 +  32.3569A6
ClT\
+31.8289^.7 +  23.3353.48 +  8.47426v49 -  8.04488Alo 
-18 .3342 i4u  -  12.0286^12 +  21.679A i3 +  89.4804AM 
+183.628^15 + 252.359yli6) 
~  =  38.258* 1^ 2^ -  iA 3 (18.3121Æ, + 18.953645 + 7.9126L46
(It  i '
+14,8045^8 +47.6088^9 + 36.0399Aio -  113.833.Aii)
E xam in ing  the 0(62) equation w ith  ou r new ipo and ij>\ so lu tions we see th a t the r 2
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am plitude  equations are
— -  = -1 9 9 7 6 .5 iA iA 2A 2 +  1071.72*A iA 3A 3 +  A 2A 3i(20303A 4 +  51835AS
OT2
+  113671A6 +  189242A7 +  213132A8 +  I I 6 O8 6 A 9  -  148447A i0 -  196615An 
+  122340^12 +  181811Ai3 +  468326A i4 +  739663Ai5 +  40635A i6)
+  A i * ( l l8 2 A |  +  3 7 5 2 A 4 A 5  +  3626Ag +  2609A4A 6 -  650A5A 6
-  11885Ae -  3 8 6 I A 4 A 7  -  2 2 0 3 I A 5 A 7  -  51289A6A 7 -  39310Af
-  26589A4A 8 -  56911A5A 8 -  54560A6A 8 +  5492A7A 8 +  60256A^
-  38145A 4 A 9 -  8 7 4 3 I A 5 A 9  -  84680A6A 9 +  25669A7A 9 +  252976A8A 9 
+  249185Ag -  4 7 I I 6 A 5 A 1 0  -  100164A6A i0 -  95384A7A i0 +  16849A8A i0
+  237934AgAi0 +  235255A?0 -  61501A6A h  -  124460A7A h  -  115516A8A n  
+  15814A9A n  +  263517A ioA n  +  258100A?! -  79271A7A i 2 -  155023A8A i2
-  140744A9A i2  +  16808A10A i 2 +  303524AU A 12 +  294062A?2 -  100023A8A i 3
-  190765A9A 13 -  170121A ioA i 3 +  18753Au A i 3 +  352638A12A 13 
+  338217A?3 -  123622A9A u  -  231320AiOA 14 -  203316An A i4
+  21307A i 2A i 4 +  409073A i3A i4 +  388881A?4 -  150012A i0A iS
-  27653 lA n A i5 -  2 4 0 1 8 lA i2A i5 +  24329A i3A i5 +  472062A u A i 5 
+  445320A?S -  179167An A i6 -  326320A i 2A i 6 -  280641A i 3A i 6
+  27751A14A 16 +  541222A i 5A i 6 +  507164A?6)
S im ila r expressions were also determ ined fo r A 2  and A 3. In  these expressions none o f the
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coefficients were zero.
L a s tly  we examined the numbers involved fo r the Ak derivatives. These derivatives 
w il l  te ll us how the zonal flow  terms react and in te ract. The cond itions on the zonal flow 
am plitudes take the form
^  =  A k{AxA*M  ~  A i A M ,  k = 4 , 5 , . . . ,  16 (5.3.1)
OT'2
where Aft, k =  4 , 5 , . . . ,  16 are given in  Table 5.14.
F rom  a ll these calculations we can clearly see w hich waves w il l  in te rac t and which 
waves cannot do so. I t  can also be seen th a t on ly  certa in  zonal flow  term s can be generated 
s ta rtin g  ou t w ith  th is  tr ia d  example and th a t w ith in  these zonal flow  term s some w ill 
in te ract more strongly.
5 . 4  E x a m i n i n g  a  s e c o n d  e x a m p le
We w il l  take another example to  show th a t these results are no t unique fo r the firs t 
example. Tak ing  the th ird  tr ia d  from  the tab le  o f the lis t o f triads , Table 5.1, we now 
examine (2 ,6 ), (3 ,8 ) and (5 ,7 ). Therefore fo r the rest o f th is  chapter we shall assume th a t
{mi,rii) = (2 ,6 ), (m 2 , n 2) =  (3,8) and (m 3 , n 3) =  (5 ,7)
E xam in ing  the firs t p a rt o f th is  tr ia d  we can see th a t when m  =  2, n = 6  the wave 
in  question is el 2^X+^  P§ . The  p lo t o f the real p a rt o f th is  wave is given in  F igure (5.5). 
We also see th a t the o ther tw o waves m  =  3 ,n  =  8  and m = 5 ,n  =  7 produce the waves 
ei( 3A+j-g ‘ )P 83 and e?.(5 A+2 8 £)p5  reSp ective ly . The p lo t o f the rea l p a rt o f these waves are 
given in  F igures (5.6) and (5.7)
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k Aft
4 7249.72*
5 14514.5*
6 20640.9*
7 24040.2*
8 23165.6*
9 15626.6*
10 8386.19*
11 -618.13*
12 1009.79*
13 -1009.82*
14 -2570.45*
15 -3481.92*
16 -3315.51*
Table 5.14: The derivative values for the zonal flow amplitudes
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F igure  5.5: R ossby-H aurw itz wave e'-(2A+ 21 () P 2 (sin (f) and the corresponding contour p lo t
F igure  5.6: Rossby-H aurw itz wave el ( 3 A + 12 ^ P l  (sin </>) and the corresponding contour p lo t
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F igure 5.7: Rossby-H aurw itz wave e^5A+ 28 J) ( s i n  <fr) and the corresponding contour p lo t 
Considering these three waves together the  tr ia d  w h ich we are exam in ing is
ip =  A ie l(2X+£^PQ + A 2el(3A+^ P 83 
+ A 3ei(5X+™Vp?+ c.c. (5.4.1)
The p lo t o f the  real p a rt o f th is  tr ia d  is shown in  F igure (5.8)
5 . 5  T h e  g e n e r a t i o n  o f  Z o n a l  f l o w  t e r m s
5 .5 .1  0(5)  i n t e r a c t io n s
Once again we examine the 0(5) in te ractions using the tr ia d  so lu tion  (5.4.1). Since a ll the 
nrii term s are unique in  our exam ple none o f the term s generated can produce zonal flow 
at th is  order. A ga in  we fin d  resonant term s present. To get r id  o f these term s we insist
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F igure  5.8: R ossby-H aurw itz wave tr ia d  so lution, equation (5.4.1) and the corresponding
contour p lo t
th a t
^  = 0.846313* 2^ 3^
OTl
—  = 0.431972*^1^3 ar\
^  =  1 .19013M iA2
a r i
W ith  the resonant problem  now solved and since we cannot generate zonal flow  at th is  
order we next examine the  0(5'2) equation.
5 .5 .2  D e r iv in g  t h e  ■¡/’i s o lu t i o n
The ipi so lu tion  is now determ ined, tak ing  in to  account the  am p litude  conditions ju s t
7Yh * 777/1* 77/ ' Tib ju
derived. To do th is  we need to  determ ine values fo r B n -nkn and bn ?nkn. B y  runn ing  
program s in  m a tliem a tica  we get the  fo llow ing  tables o f values. Table 5.15 has the values 
for and Table 5.16 contains values fo r and Table 5.17
represents and Table 5.18 contains values for and Table
5.19 represents and and Table 5.20 represents and b™f~3n 3 ■
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Tl r im im i  ■“ ni, nan
u n tim i  wnirt2n
5 11.8024* 6.46154*
9 -1.16121» -4.94118?;
11 -2.55439* -2.21053*
13 -2.54484* -1.33333*
Table 5.15: Coupling constants and
n jnmi ~m2■‘- 'n m a n um i-rnjwn i7i 2n
5 -6.10832* -12.7273*
7 -12.762* -11.25*
9 -13.7224* -9.76744*
11 -3.11169* -8.4*
13 17.4001* -7.2*
Table 5.16: Coupling constants 23™'n2™2 and b™ln2r[12
It is from these numbers that we can now determine the ipi solution. Using this 
solution we can now consider the 0 (62) equation and investigate if nonzero zonal flow is 
produced.
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n rami m371171371
um\ m3 
71171371
8 -8.73962* -2.45*
10 -15.048* -0.868538*
12 -17.6126* -0.487562*
Table 5.17: Coupling constants and
n Dmi-m3 71] TIjTl uim -m 3 71171371
4 9.52663* -3.23077*
6 11.5972* -5.6*
10 -17.6525* 4.42105*
12 8.73274* 2*
Table 5.18: Coupling constants and b™ ^ ™ 3
n 077127713•“ 7l27l3n
1.771277X3
71271371
8 17.1202* 5.6*
10 -6.11945* 1.24907*
12 -18.3689* 0.643678*
14 -21.4695* 0.410256*
Table 5.19: Coupling constants B™2^  and b™f™-[
5 .5 .3  0 ( S 2) i n t e r a c t i o n s
Next we must investigate whether zonal flow can be generated at this order using these
numbers. We now substitute the expression found for ip\ into the 0 (S 2) equation and
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n /3I712-W3712^371 um2-m3w 71231311
2 3.25396i 4.66667»
4 -13.28?: 7.63636 a
8 16.0704» -5.6»
10 8.96317» -2.47059»
12 -21.6333» -1.47368»
14 7.67055» -1»
Table 5.20: Coupling constants B ™*na™3 and b™£^n3
determine which terms, if any, cause resonance. If any of the terms that cause resonance 
are zonal How terms then we have created zonal How at this order. We will see that for 
this example we can produce resonant zonal How for n = 3 —» 19. Therefore we must now 
reexamine our previous leading order solution and include these zonal flow terms in it. 
With these changes made to the leading order solution the amplitude equations will also 
be changed.
5 . 6  L e a d i n g  o r d e r  s o l u t i o n  w i t h  z o n a l  f l o w
As a result of the calculations with this second example the leading order solution which 
we will consider is
12
rpo =
3 = 1
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where
iPl = + A j (r1 )e - i^ x- <T^ ) P n / ( ^ ) ,
—2mj 
Uj = n .in j  + i y
mj = 0, Aj =  Aj, j  = 4 ,5 , ■■■,12
n4 =  3, « 5  =  5, ne =  7, . . . ,  n -12 =  19
Using th is  as our leading order so lu tion  the 0(8) equation is now s lig h tly  d ifferent 
and we need to  produce tables fo r fu rth e r B n/n fcn expressions. These new expressions are 
required to  exam ine the ■¡/’l  so lu tion. These numbers are provided in  Tables 5.21, 5.23 
and 5.25 fo r B™ ln° n , and 5™ 3n° n respectively. The numbers produced fo r b™$kn,
Ki2nkn and ^ 3nfcn are given in  Tables 5.22, 5.24 and 5.26 respectively.
Once again we fin d  th a t, when app ly ing  these changes to  the  0(5) equation the t i
am p litude  equations w il l  be altered due to  the generation o f m ore resonating terms. Due
to  these changes the f irs t set o f am plitude  equations are now 
dA-t
— -  = 0 .846313M 2^3  - ^ i ( 1 0 .2 0 4 5 ^ 4  + 5 .5 8 9 8 ^5  -4.67612>16 
csti
+5.88905^7 +  63.9133^8)
^  =  0 .4 3 1 9 7 2 ^ ^ 3  -  ¿^2(16.739^4 +  13.7912^.5 +  2 .24964^6dr\
+4.22128^7 +  32.2665A8 +  39.1953^9 -  87.6338.4io)
^  =  1.190132,4i^2 -  (8.38064^4 -  10.3854^s -  23 .5688^7
a r i
+30.1748^8 -  9.65395.A9)
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Table 5.21: Coupling constant B ^n ,n i n kn
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n
k 2 4 8 1 0 1 2 14
4 -8.75* -14.3182* 10.5* 4.63235» 2.76316? 1.875»
5 -3.5 * -5.72727* 4.2» 1.85294* 1.10526* 0.75»
6 4.08333* 6.68182* -4.9* -2.16176* -1.28947* -0.875»
7 14» 22.9091» -16.8» -7.41176» -4.42105» -3*
8 26.25» 42.9545» -31.5» -13.8971» -8.28947» -5.625*
9 40.8333? 66.8182» -49» -21.6176? -12.8947» -8.75»
1 0 57,75» 94.5» -69.3» -30.5735» -18.2368» -12.375*
1 1 77« 126» -92.4» -40.7647» -24.3158» -16.5»
1 2 98.5833* 161.318» -118.3» -52.1912* -31.1316» -21.125*
Table 5.22: C oup ling  constant mnfcn
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n
k 4 6 10 12
4 0 8.85402* 9.49108* 0
5 10.179* 9.66525* 14.4842* 14.5744*
6 -2.75265i 0 11.5014* 17.5655*
7 -14.3836* -13.6191* 0 10.3152-i
8 8.25674* -14.1513* -15.1383* -4.83894*
9 0 13.8082* -23.274* -20.8429*
10 0 0 -11.2906* -26.3563*
11 0 0 23.4454* -9.72156*
12 0 0 0 27.9322*
Table 5.23: Coupling constant B™2^,U 2 n kn
1 0 0
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n
k 4 6 10 12
4 -13.846?d -24* 18.9474* 8.57143*
5 -9.69231* -16.8* 13.2632* 6*
6 -3.69231* -6.4* 5.05263* 2.28571*
7 4.15385* 7.2 * -5.68421* -2.57143*
8 13.8462* 24* -18.9474* -8.57143*
9 25.3846* 44* -34.7368* -15.7143*
10 38.7692* 67.2* -53.0526* -24*
11 54* 93.6* -73.8947* -33.4286*
12 71.0769/ 123.2* -97.2632* -44*
Table 5.24: C oupling  constant n .2 rikn
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Table 5.25: Coupling constant 71371*71
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n
k 5 9 1 1 13
4 -9.47692* 7.24706» 3.24211» 1.95556»
5 -5.6» 4.28235» 1.91579» 1.15556«
6 0 0 0 0
7 7.32308i -5.6» -2.50526» -1.51111»
8 16.3692» -12.5176» -5.6» -3.37778»
9 27.1385* -20.7529» -9.28421» -5.6»
1 0 39.6308» -30.3059» -13.5579» -8.17778»
1 1 53.8462» -41.1765» -18.4211* - 1 1 .1 1 1 1 »
1 2 69.7846» -53.3647» -23.8737» -14.4»
Table 5.26: C oupling  constant n 3n kn
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Using these new ■¡/-’o and tpi solutions we then find the r2 amplitude equations from 
the 0 (S 2) equation. We determine expressions for these derivatives. They are once again 
similar in structure to those derived in the first example and we find once again that the 
coefficients are nonzero.
Finally using all these previous calculations we can determine the numbers for the 
amplitude conditions for the zonal flow terms. The conditions on the zonal flow amplitudes 
will take the form
^  =  Ak(A l A 2Â 3 - Â l À M ,  k =  4,5,... ,12 (5.6.1)
OT‘l
where A^ , k = 4,5,..., 12 are given in Table 5.27.
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k A*
4 368.67*
5 407.9i
6 132.21*
7 -126.19*
8 -65.47*
9 -30.7*
10 29.2*
11 0
12 0
Table 5.27: The r2 derivative values for the zonal flow amplitudes
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C h a p t e r  6
C on clu sion s
In this chapter we will discuss the main findings of this thesis. In the first chapter 
we derived the vorticity equation for nondivergent planetary flow, the solutions of which 
are shown to be Rossby-Haurwitz waves. In the derivation of this equation we clearly 
stated all the assumptions we made. This makes it possible to decide if, and under what 
conditions, the particular phenomenon under consideration can occur.
Using our assumptions we determined the vorticity equation for nondivergent plane­
tary flow. We found that one class of solutions to this equation are the Legendre polyno­
mials. We are interested in studying the interaction of Rossby-Haurwitz waves, so firstly 
we study dyad interactions. Taking a dyad solution as our leading order solution, where 
the two waves under consideration do not produce a third wave that grows in time, we
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fin d  th a t these tw o waves cannot produce zonal flow  at e ither O(<5) or 0(S2). Th is is 
because any term s produced in  the in teractions o f the two waves th a t have the poss ib ility  
o f generating zonal flow, w il l  have a zero coup ling  coefficient.
We next consider the case where two waves in te ract resonantly. We fin d  th a t i f  two 
waves in te rac t w ith  each o ther resonantly then  one o f the  waves th a t should fo rm  p a rt o f 
the correction  te rm  w il l  ac tua lly  grow in  tim e. A fte r  a certa in  tim e  i t  w il l  grow to  be as 
large, and eventua lly  larger, then the leading order terms. Th is  w ould  be a b ig  problem . 
To overcome th is  prob lem  th is  te rm  m ust fo rm  p a rt o f the  leading order so lu tion  and hence 
we conclude th a t we m ust commence our calculations w ith  a tr ia d  so lu tion . As a result 
o f th is  analysis we determ ine th a t to  consider a resonantly in te rac ting  so lu tion  we must 
consider a tr ia d  so lu tion. The conditions on the wavemimbers, w h ich R ossby-Haurw itz 
waves m ust satisfy to  fo rm  p a rt o f a tr ia d  so lu tion , were also determ ined.
N ext we exam ined the repercussions o f s ta rtin g  our calculations using a tr ia d  solution. 
We found th a t at 0(5) the p rob lem atic , resonance causing term s are s t i l l  present. In  order 
to avoid th is  prob lem  we determ ined conditions on the am plitudes o f the R ossby-H aurw itz 
waves, w ith o u t w h ich the asym pto tic  so lu tion  w il l  no t be va lid . W ith  these conditions 
applied to  the  equations we see th a t zonal flow  cannot be created at 0 (5 ) . We fin d  th a t 
we cannot generate zonal flow  at 0(5) i f  we commence our calculations w ith  e ither a dyad 
or tr ia d  so lu tion. T h is  leads us to  examine the 0(52) interactions.
W hen we examined the 0(52) in teractions we found th a t we can in  fact generate 
zonal flow . We have proved th a t exam in ing a tr ia d  so lu tion  up to  0(62) w i l l  produce zonal 
flow. In  the previous cases where the generation o f zonal flow  was exam ined th rough  th is
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resonance in te rac tion  mechanism i t  was found, by b o th  Loesch [10] and Newell [14], th a t 
a quarte t o f Rossby waves was required to  produce zonal flow. Therefore, significantly, in  
the spherical case one less wave is required to  produce th is  phenomenon.
To preserve the expansion o f ib we m ust include these zonal flow  term s in  the leading 
order so lu tion . As a result we fin d  th a t i f  we were to  examine the v o r t ic ity  equation for 
nondivergent p lane ta ry  flow  up to  0(52) we m ust examine at least a quarte t (inc lud ing 
zonal flow  term s) o f Rossby-H aurw itz waves. Using our new leading order so lu tion  we 
derive d iffe ren t am plitude  equations requ ired a t 0(5). I t  was found th a t zonal flow  terms 
fo rm  p a rt o f the  am plitude  equations. We see th a t the  am plitudes o f the  zonal flow  term s 
themselves are no t affected at th is  order, and th a t they do not ga in or lose energy at 
th is  order. Instead we fin d  th a t they act as catalysts, help ing the o ther waves to  exchange 
energy between them . A t th is  orde; the zonal flow  terms affect the  phase o f the am plitudes 
o f the  R ossby-H aurw itz wave tr ia d  solu tion.
W ith  these am plitude  conditions taken in to  account the tpi so lu tion  is determ ined. 
Using th is  ipi so lu tion  the 0(5'2) in teractions are examined. A ga in  we fin d  th a t we need 
to  determ ine conditions on the am plitudes o f the  waves to  ensure th a t resonance does not 
occur. We discovered th a t the am plitudes o f the zonal flows themselves are affected at th is  
order. We see th a t b o th  the phase and the am plitudes o f the waves o f the  tr ia d  so lu tion 
are affected by zonal flow, and th a t the am p litude  o f the zonal flow  term s themselves are 
altered. Therefore the generation and subsequent in teractions o f the  zonal flow  term s are 
s ign ificant.
As p rev ious ly  m entioned, Loesch examined the capab ility  o f sim ple discrete Rossby
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waves to  generate zonal flows th rough  non linear resonant in te rac tion  [10]. Loesch con­
cludes th a t i t  is fe lt th a t the  resonant in te rac tion  mechanism m ay be one o f the  im po rtan t 
mechanisms in  strengthen ing and m a in ta in ing  the  m id -la titu d e  je t against fr ic tio n a l dis­
sipation. He also suggests th a t by a lte ring  the s truc tu re  o f the  mean flow , the in te raction  
mechanism affects the s ta b ility  properties o f the  atmosphere, thereby in fluencing cycloge- 
nesis and shorter te rm  c lim ate  changes. As a resu lt i t  is deemed th a t the  generation o f 
zonal flow  is im p o rta n t. We have found a d ifferent mechanism to  generate zonal flow  and 
we have proved th a t one less wave is required to  generate it ,  compared to  the plane case.
In  the  last chapter we examined the above analysis num erically. We determ ined 
the firs t few R ossby-H aurw itz tr ia d  solutions. The lis t o f p o te n tia l t r ia d  solutions shows 
th a t very few waves can satisfy the conditions imposed on the wavenumbers. Taking 
tw o d iffe rent examples we showed b o th  the resonant and nonresonant waves w hich were 
generated. Using these waves we were able to  determ ine w hich zonal flow  waves were 
consequently created. U n fo rtu n a te ly  in  the  numerics there is no obvious pa tte rn  o f the 
fo rm a tion  o f dom inant terms bu t i t  clear th a t zonal flow  can be created and th a t these 
zonal flow  waves do s ign ifican tly  affect the  am p litude  conditions on the tr ia d  solution.
Th is  thesis is a comprehensive s tudy o f second order in te ractions o f Rossby-Haurw itz 
waves. We established the  necessary conditions on the wavenumbers n  and m  fo r resonant 
in te ractions to  occur. Using a tr ia d  so lu tion, we determ ined th a t we can create zonal flow 
pu re ly  th rough  an energy exchange mechanism. Hence, on the sphere, a tr ia d  solution 
is solely requ ired  to  generate zonal flow  in  comparison to  the  plane case where a quarte t 
so lu tion  is required.
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A p p e n d i x  A
P r o p e r tie s  o f  L egen d re fu n ctio n s
In this appendix we derive some of the Legendre function properties which are used 
over the course of the thesis. Following mainly Infeld [8], we derive a number of lesser 
known facts about Legendre functions. These results, and in particular those in Appendix 
B, are of crucial importance for the main part of this thesis. That is why we discuss them 
in detail, rather than just referring to the literature.
In Chapter 3 we defined a function L!£. We want to find an association between this 
function and the Legendre differential equation. This association is defined to be
cos“ 5 <f>L™ =  =  a™P™ (A.0.1)
In this appendix we shall look at some properties of these three functions and derive some 
of the frequently used identities.
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We shall firstly look at some properties of P™. We will define P  as the unnormalised 
Legendre function. The expression P  is defined as the fully normalised solution.
To determine this set of solutions we examine equation (3.2.10). If we set
z =  log tan (A.1.1)
and fill this into the aforementioned equation we obtain
cP P ?  +  n{n +  1 ) _ m2pm = 0 (A L2)
d zz cosh z
Applying calculations similar to those which where done for L" ‘ we notice that
(^n + 1) tanhz 4- (^n + 1) tanhz — P™ =  [(n + l)2 — m 2] P™ (A.1.3)
^ntanhz — tanhz + P™ =  [n2 -  m 2] P™ (A.1.4)
If we multiply equation (A. 1.4) by
d
n tanh z  +  —  
dz
and set n = n — 1 in equation (A.1.3) we will find that
P™_x =  tanh z  +  P™ (A.1.5)
Similarly it can be shown that
P.ÏÏ-! =  ( ( «  +  1) -  ¿ )  PZ  (A.1.6)
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We wish to ensure that P  satisfies the same conditions as L. Therefore we require P  
to be square integrable. Tins means that we want
/ W d ,  = l  (A.1.7)
J a
Examining this requirement we will find that
Ja [P n ) 2 #  = J  ( ( n ta n h z -  P™_^J dn
=  J  P ™-1 ^atanhz + tanh 2 — P ”Li d/i
= (n2 -  m2) Í  (P^Li)2 d/j,
J  a
Therefore we can see that to ensure that these functions are square integrable we require 
P™ — [(n — m)(n + m)]~* tanhz  — P ”Lj (A.1.8)
Using the definition for z  in equation (A. 1.1) it can be shown that
¿  =  co<  (A X 9 >
tanh« = sine/) (A. 1.10)
Filling these into equation (A.1.8) we have
P™ = [(n — m)(n + m)]_5 sin<f> — c o s P ^ L i  (A.1.11)
If we also multiply equation (A.1.8) across by
d
n tanh z  +  —  
dz
and apply the same substitutions we will find that
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I f  we could fin d  a so lu tion  to  th is  equation (A .1.2), then  using b o th  th is  so lu tion  and 
the equations above w il l  ensure th a t we w il l  be able to  determ ine any fu n c tio n  P  fo r any 
given n and m. I t  can be shown th a t
P™ =  cosh-m  z
is in  fact a so lu tion  to  the  equation. We m ust now force s im ila r conditions to  P  as those 
w hich were applied to  L. T h is  means th a t we require
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OO
(.P%)2dz = l
OOL
r  , 2 m , s inhzcosh - 2 m + 1 2  oo 2 m - 2  1__2m+2
/  cosh“ 2 m 2 dz =  --------- -------- ---------  + - --------  cosh z d z
7 - o o  2 m  - 1  - o o  2 m  - 1  J
_  r  d ,
2m -  1
= r  m sh ~ ^ z i z
2m — 1 2m — 3 J_QO
2 2 .4 . . .  2m  — 4.2m — 2
1 3 .5 . . .  2m — 3.2m — 1/
A p p ly in g  th is  to  our so lu tion  we fin d  th a t a so lu tion  to  the equation is
/ I  3.5. . . 2 m - 3 . 2 m - n  * 
m ^ 2  2 .4 . . .  2 m -  4.2m  - 2 J
Using b o th  th is  single so lu tion  when n  and m  are equal and the d e fin itio n  above, a ll va lid  
solutions fo r P™ can be determ ined.
A . 2  I d e n t i t i e s  f o r  P ™
In  th is  section we sha ll exam ine the properties o f P™. Prom  C hapter 3 we know th a t
m  =  cos5 </>Pnm (A.2.1)
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It was also derived in this chapter that
Ln = t(n + m  + !)(« -  Wl)]~* + 5 ) tan cj> + £ ” l+ 1 (A.2.2)
So applying equation (A.2.1) to this equation we see that
cos5 =  [(n + m  4- l)(n -  m)]~S (wi + 5 ) tan <j> + cos2 4>P™+1
=  [(71 + m + l)(n -  m)]-5 ( ~ ( m  + l ) ^ P „m +1 + cosi
\  cos 2 (p d<P J
=S> P™ = [(71 + m  +  l ) (n  — m)]_2 ^-(m + 1) tan<£ + P " l+1 (A.2.3)
Similarly it can be shown that
P™ ~  [(n + m)(n -  m “  I)]” 5 ( - (m ~ 1) tan^ — P ™ ~ 1 (A.2.4)
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It can also be shown that
t •
It follows from this definition that Pr” is square integrable, i.e.
r  [ p s f  dM= i 
j - §
Using the definition for P " and the definitions for P ”' - 1 and P7"i+1 we can now determine 
an expression for P  for any given n and rn.
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A . 3  I d e n t i t i e s  f o r  L,mn
F in a lly  in  th is  appendix we shall examine some o f the  properties o f L™. I t  is assumed 
th a t the functions L™ are orthogonal. To show th is  we m ust show th a t
0 n / n '/ 2 u (A.3.1)
2 I nonzero n = n 1
Th is  can be proved in  the fo llow ing  way
/
TT TT
’ L™L™, d<j> = I \  H~ H -  L™,-1 dcj>
'2 2
=  f *  L ^ H + H - L ^ d c P  
J~ \
=  p  (n'(n' +  1) +  1 -  (m  -  I ) 2) L ^ L ^ r 1 d4,
7
S im ila rly  we see th a t
r  LZL%A<p= r  H - H + L ^ - ' L ^ r 1 A<t>
I n  I nJ ~2 J ~2
=  / 2 (n (n  +  1 ) +  i  -  (m  -  i ) 2) dc/)
J~ i
These tw o equations m ust be equal. We see th a t the  integrals are equal i f  and on ly  i f  
n = n'. I f  n ^  n! then  the in teg ra l its e lf m ust be zero. Hence we have proved equation 
(A .3.1).
In  the previous section i t  is assumed th a t P™ is the fu l ly  norm alised fo rm  o f P™. 
Therefore i f  we assume th a t a™ is the  correction to  the  norm alisa tion  o f P'™‘ then  we have 
the id e n tity
cos-1 4>L™ = P™ = a™P™ (A.3.2)
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I f  we can determ ine an expression fo r a™ then  we w il l  be able to  derive expressions for
Tin
n i l '
Using the re la tionsh ip  between L™ and Pff1, equation (A .1.12) and equation (A .3.2) 
we fin d  th a t
—^ — cos- ^ = [{n -  m)(n + m )]~2 f  n smcj) +  cos ~  4>L™
a n- 1 V aY /  an
\(n — m)(n + m )]~2 ( .  , ,  , , _ i  . i  , d \
=  -------------------------------- +  5 ) s i n (f)cos 2 (j) +  cos2 (/)—  ) L n
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<* v 2' r
Rearranging th is  equation we see th a t
Tin _  n—1
Ti-l — ™air
[(n  — m ) ( n  +  m)] 2 ^ ( n  +  | ) s i n 0 +  coscp-^j L™ (A .3.3)
I f  we next examine equation (A . 1.11) and app ly  s im ila r calculations to  i t  we w il l  find
th a t
a m , 1 /  r/ \
L n + i =  [(n  +  l ) ( n  +  m  +  1)] 2 ^ (n  +  ±) sin</> -  cos 0 — J L™ (A.3.4)
I f  we use these two expressions we can w rite  in  term s o f L™ by two different
m ethods. F irs t ly  we see th a t
rym+1 1 /  d \
=  - ^ ± L [ ( n - m ) ( n  +  m  +  2 )] 2 ^ (n  +  | )  sin</> -  cos <f>— J  L™+ (A.3.5)
am+1 1
= [(w — rn)(n +  m  +  2)(n — m )(n  +  m  +  1 )] 2
^ (n  +  5 ) sine/) — cos (m  +  5 ) t a n 0 — L™ (A .3.6 )
I f  we now app ly  th is  fo rm u la  the o ther way around we w il l  fin d  th a t
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If these two equation are worked out and simplified down it can be shown that
n m+l
Ln+i =  -£ § :[ (n  + m + 2)(n +  m +  l ) p  
Otn
X ( _  sin^  _ (m + 1 > _ L .  .  („  + j) cos K
n+1
a,m
[(n -1- rn -1- 2) (n + m. + 1 )] 2
x sin — (jn + ?)COg  ^— (n + 5 ) cos L™ (A.3.8) 
We can see therefore that a  is independent of m. Setting n =  m  in equation (3.3.13) we
Ln t l  =  (2n 4- 2)“ 2 (n 4- 3 ) tan$ — L "+I (A.3.9)
If we multiply this equation across by
( - < „ + 5 > W + ^ )  
and apply the identity (3.3.7) we determine
^-(n 4- 5 ) tan (¡> 4- —  ^L ^ \\ = (2n + 2 ) 2 L " + 1 
If we next set m  +  1 = n in equation (A.3.5) we see that
= i^ ±1 (2n + l)"5 (^?i + i)sin<£-cos</>^ L" (A.3.10)
Using the identities for L" and and comparing these equations we see that
an+i _  _ /  2n 4- 3\ 2 
\ 2n 4- 1 /a„
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It is from this expression that we can now determine expression for L ” '+ 1 and £™_i,
( ,  i,:v ■ , . , d \ rm ( (n -  m)(n + m)[2n +  1)\* rm
I (n + 5 ) sm $ + cos <f>—  1 L™ = -  I ----- --------------- ' )  i « - 1 (A -311)
(^n + 5 ) sin -  cos L™ =
_  ^(n -  m + l)(n + rn + l)(2n + 1 )  ^ ¿A .3.12)
If we now add equations (A.3.11) and (A.3.12) together we find that
*“ **» ~ "  {  (2n + l)(2?i + 3) /
(  (n-m )£n + m) V  rm
_  \ ( 2?i + l)(2n -  1 )/  i " “ 1 (A'3'13)
Multiplying equation (3.3.14) across by cos cf> gives
wliich, when examined in relation to equation (A,3.13) gives
-rm  / ( n  +  m  +  l ) (n  +  m  +  2 ) \ * +1
U* * L" ~  (  (2n +  l) (2 »  +  3) )  £ "+>
-  ( ,l j ~ * l  (A.3 .14)
V ( 2 n - l ) ( 2 n  +  l)  J n_ l V ’
We can also determine an expression for cos 0L™ in terms of L™Z\ and L™+\ ■ To do 
this we examine equation (3.3.13) and set m  = m -  1. Multiplying the resulting expression
Appendix A , Section 3__________________________ ________________ _______________ Properties of Legendre functions
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by cos <l> we obtain
[(n - m +  l)(n + m)]5 cos</> L™ = ( - ( m  -  J?) sinc/> -  cos
= (^n 4- sin (/> — cos <f>-~^  L™ - 1  — (n + m) sin<t>L™~1
( (2n + l)(n 4- m 4- 2)(fi + ?n)'\ * rm_ l .,rm-
= "  { ------------------------------------------------------------ (2n+~3)-- )  L " + 1 ~  (n + m)Sm
A ppendix A, Section 3____________________________________________________ Properties of Legendre functions
. r m / V 11 o i \ i v i \ T
=>cos4>L™ = v .. * L n_!
1
(n 4- ?n)(n 4- m  — 1)  ^2 r7n_! 
(2n 4- l)(2n — 1 )
f { n - m  +  2 ) { n - m  +  l ) Y  rm -i , a , , c i
“  (  (2n + 3)(2n +1) )  £”+' (A'3’16)
Lastly to derive an expression for cos* <£> we will again use
L™ = [(n 4- m 4- l)(n -  m)]_2 ^-(m 4 - tan<p 4- -k™ +1
Multiplying this equation across by cos* </> gives
cos* r/>L™ = cos* (¡¡>[(n + m + l)(n -  m ) ]~ 2 ^-(m 4- 5 ) tan<£ 4- L™+1
= [(n 4- m 4- l)(n — m)]“ 5 (m4- ^sin^cos*- 1  <f> +  cos1 L™+1
=  [(n 4- rn 4- l)(n — m ) ]~ 2 (m 4- \  -  I) tan</> 4- cos* </>L™ +1 (A.3.16)
These expressions will be used in the derivation of the conditions 011 n and m  which are 
necessary when examining triad interactions.
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A p p e n d i x  B
D er iv a tio n  o f  co n d itio n s  on  n
In this appendix we shall examine the following integral
/ 1 /  d P mi d P m2 \_ p z ,+ m  -  im > K '  - f i r )  (B-o-i)
Following [8] and [23], we derive the necessary conditions on the wavenumbers n and m 
without which the integral above would be zero. In deriving these conditions we will also 
obtain an alternative expression for the above equation which will make the numerical 
calculations in Chapter 5 a little easier to manage.
Examining this integral we know that /i = sin <p and mi +rri2 = rn3 so applying these 
to the expression we are examining we get
/•§ / j pm.) d P ni2 \\  [ i m i P Z 2 - f i -  -  - ¿ “ -J  A* (B.0.2 )
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It can be seen immediately from this expression that
077117712TO3 _  _ Ò~m\ —7712—7713 _ _ D7712771J7713
«1712713 *°n 1712713 71271171371 * *
We next want to derive a redundancy formula for this equation which shall be used in the 
proof.
B . l  R e d u n d a n c y  F o r m u l a
It, is claimed that [18]
Ami m2 m3 _  / 1 ^ m2 p7R3-n»2mi _  /_i\mi p-mim37H2 in  i
" ( t )  712713 —  V x ) “ « 37 127 11 —  V -*•/ J - '7 iin 3 7 i2  '
We can show that this redundancy formula holds through integration by parts. Firstly to 
prove that
Noting that mi 4- m2 = m3 we see that the expression that we are examining is
{B.l.2)
we want to show that
/ f  /  d P m3 d P ~ni2 \w PZ1 (im 2P ~ ^ - ^ -  + im 3Pn33- ^ - )  #  (B -L 3)
We now apply integration by parts to the first term in this expression.
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Letting
Derivation oi? conditions on n
u  =  PZ?P?3> =►
/ dP m3 (I, P m~ \
and
dP^ 1
dcp
dv = —j%-d<f> => v = P™'
results in the term under consideration becoming
dP™'
/
2 Tni r 1 5
p m 2 p w - 3  " 1  , / j .  _  p " ! i  p m 2  p t r i .3  2
na ns d<£ l ni n:i J*=- =
- / _ * * ?  + f 1) #  
From our definition of Legendre functions we know that
p,r(±D=o
Therefore the expression which we are examining is
/ §  , / p » i 3  , i p m i  A p m 3 W P m 2_  p ™ i  p m 2 i t a  _  p 7 r u  p r r t s  » 2  j  p v i i  p r n 2 » 3  i p m i  p m s  » a  J i  r ini t/0 J n i ^ 3 dtp -*-^ «1 ^  ^  ^  ^
as required.
Similarly it can be shown that
nrrnm-tmj _ /__-t \w»i p>—rn\mam2
JJn\ri2n3 ~  V *■) “ 711713112
To prove this identity we must show that
/ ? / dP ~ mi d P ma \W  - # )  *
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Once again se tting  m i +  m 2  =  m 3 th is  reduces to  exam in ing
/ ? /  HP™ 2 dPmi dPms\^ p - 3 ^ + PnTPnT^ + PnTPnT_ ^ _ j #  ( B . L 5 )
T h is  expression is the  same as before and hence is also zero. Therefore we have derived 
the desired resu lt (B .1.1).
B . 2  R e f o r m u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  e q u a t i o n
We are interested in  de riv ing  a more manageable fo rm u la  fo r equation (B .0.2), i.e. .
I f  we replace L , " 1 in  equation (3.3.13) w ith  an expression fo r P  we have
Appendix B , Section 2 ___________ ______ Derivation of conditions on n
ra-f-1
ncos 2 </>P™ + 1  =  [(n  +  m  +  l ) ( n  — m )] 2 (m  +  ^)  tan  cf> — —  ^  cos 2 0P,
<7Pm 1
■ n =  — [(n  +  m  +  1) (n  — m ) ] 2 P ™ + 1  — m  ta n  <fiP™ 
acp
F ill in g  th is  in to  (B.0.2) we see th a t
/ i  i  dPmi dPm2\
=  /  ^  im 2P™2P ™ 3 [ (n i +  m i +  l ) ( m  -  m : )]^  P ™ 1 + 1  -  m i tan  0P™1)
f
- ¿ m i P ^ P ™ 3 ( -  [(n 2  +  m 2  +  l ) ( n 2 -  m 2) ]^ P ™ 2 + 1  -  m 2  tan<£P™2)  d(/>
1 /-f
=  [(n 2 +  m 2  +  l ) ( n 2 -  m 2 ) ] 2 /  *m iP 1^ 1 P ^ 3 P^ 2 + 1  d <)6
- [ ( n i  +  m i  +  l ) ( n i - m i ) ] 2 f *  im 2 P™2 P™3 P ™ 1 + 1  d<£
We know  from  our d e fin itio n  o f P™ th a t
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From MacRobert [12] we know that
= (2n +  1 ) 1  £ ( 2  q + (B -2'2)
P <i
where q =  n — 1, ra — 3,...1 or 0.
Using tiie.se identities we can find an expression for -P//1+1
p m +1 =  (  ( n - m  -  l ) ! ( 2 n  +  l ) \  *  _  2 a  y '  (  ( g  +  m ) ! ( 2 g  +  1 ) \ 5
V (n + m + 1 )! )  { (? -^ ) ! 7 "
Applying all this to our expression we see that the equation which we want to examine is
/ j  pZ ’  «
_ . /  (^2 — rn2)!(2n2 + 1 )N ? ^  / (2 <j + 1 )(# + m2)!N ^
Wi| V (n2 + m 2)! /  ■“  \ (ç — m 2)! J
x [ 2 K 7 p n 7 p r  co*<Pd<PJ - f
_ „ n2 f  (ni ~ mi) !(2ni + ^  ^(2p+ l)(p + m i)!^
(? ii +  m i ) !  /  p \  ( p - W i ) l  /
where
ç = n2 — 1, n2 — 3,..., m2 -I-1 or m2 
p = nj — l,m  — 3,... ,m i + 1 or mi
We shall examine one of the integrals above and determine conditions on n and m  
in the process, i.e. we will examine
[ 2 P™lP ? 2P%? cos4>d0 (B.2.3)
f
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B .3  M anipulation  o f equation
We wish to find an alternative formulation for equation (B.2.3). Wc do this with the help 
of the identities proved in Appendix A. Using these properties we will be able to rewrite 
the expression as a sum of factors and as a result, it will be easier to study this expression 
and determine conditions on this integral [4], [8].
Using the fact that
the equation under consideration, equation (B.2.3) can be rewritten as
(B.3.2)
Using equation (A.2.3) this becomes
=  [(n3 +  m3 + l)(n3 -  m3)]  ^J  * p£?+l (~{™3 + l)tantf> -  —  ^ L™' L™1 d<f>
Noting that m\ + m2 =  m3 this becomes
[{n3 4- m 3 4- I ) ( n 3 -  m 3)] *
d_
d<p
=  [ ( « 3  4- m 3  +  1 ) ( « 3  -  m 3 ) ]  a
d
By substituting equation (3.3.13) derived in Chapter 3 into this expression this equation 
becomes
f  [  P™3L™1 L™- d<j> =  [(n3 + rn3 + l)(n3 -  ma)]"*
2
X f ]  PZ,+' ([<« + "»  + !)(? -  ¿ r +1C ,'
+ [(ni + m i + l)(ni = L ^1+1L^2) <10 (B.3.3)
We can now repeat these calculations. We notice that we can write P"3l3+I as
Pn33+l = [(” 3 - m 3 -  l)(nj, +  m3 + 2)]-* ^ -(m 3 4- 2) tan 0 + ^  PJl¡3+'2
Using this we can repeat the above calculations. This method can be applied ?i3 — ?n3 
times which reduces the equation to
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f 2 pm3 rrn2 p u ,  f  (n3 + m3)!(g -  m2)!(rM -  mi)! y  
7 _ | "* 9 ni 9 - m 3)!(2n3)!(9 +  m2)!(n1 +m i)!y
n ^ r/13 / 3 _  m  \ / (q. +  n 3 +  m 2 -  m 3 - ¿ ) ! ( n i  +  - H ) ! \  5
“  ^ V i )  \ {q  -  ns -  m2 +  m3 +  i)\(ni -  mi -  i)\)
X [ 2 pn3Lm2+n3-m3- tLm1+i ^  (B.3.4)
• '- f
We know that the superscript of the Legendre function must be less than or equal to 
the subscript. Therefore we require
m \  4- i < n i
and
m 2 4- n 3 — m 3 — i < q
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If we take i —  0 this condition corresponds to requiring
m  2 +  n 3 -  m 3 < q  
=$■ «3 — mi < q 
^3 — 9 < rn'l 5
If we start wit!) i — 713 — m 3 we will arrive at the same condition. Therefore from this 
equation we can deduce that we require
«3 < m + q  (B.3.5)
We know that q =  n2 — 1, n2 — 3,. . .  m2 +  1 or m2. Therefore the condition derived is
n3 <ni+7i2 (B.3.6)
To further reduce equation (B.3.4) we shall examine
p r i 3  r m 2 + i l 3 — * » 3 “ i
713
Using equations (3.3.2) and (3.3.12) derived in Chapter 3, and equation (A.3.15) in Ap­
pendix A we can rewrite this expression as
p n $ j r n 2+ n z - n i3- i  _  (  1-3 • 2n3 +  1 \  > c o g r»3 >^£>»2 +«3 — m 3- »
 ^ ® 1 2i2>4 «». 2?^ 3 /  ^
— ci cos” 3-1 0 cos f/iL” 3“ 1" 1-1
=  Cl cos” 3- 1 <l> (c2Z£37mi-i-1 + c a ^ i r 1- '" 1)
=  Cl cos' 13" 2 4> (c2L^ 2mi_i_2 +  c3L” 3_Wl_i_2 +  c ^ ™ - ' - 2)
where cz are constants. If we repeat this calculation n3 times and use the identity
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L - m  =  (_ i r £ m
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the equation reduces to
=  c> 3 3 S ? + 2  +  • • • +  «
Filling this expansion into our equation we can see that
/
E  _ £.
2 P% L?*+n3-m3-iL%'+id</> =  ci [ 2 
f
+<* H+-.+Cn f\L™£l!%*l<14
2 2
For equation (B.0.1) to be nonzero, we require that one of the abovo integrals is nonzero. 
From Appendix A we know that L™ are orthogonal functions. Therefore to ensure that 
this expression is nonzero we require
q + n3 — n = n\
where n is an even number. We also require that one of the following expressions are true
q + n3 = n\ 
q -I- n3 — 2 =  n i
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q  -  n 3  =  n i
Tidying up these two expression we see that for the integral under consideration to be 
nonzero we require
ni +  9 +  n 3 is even (B.3.7)
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Comparing q and n2 we can see that this condition reduces down to the sum of the n ’s
being odd. As a result the conditions required for the integral to be nonzero are
n\ 4- 712 +  n3 is odd (B.3.8)
n2 -  iii < n3 < ni +  n2 (B.3.9)
With these set of conditions on the wavenumbers determined we return to the main 
equation to continue the derivation.
J \  P £ L ™ +1*-m*-iL™'+id<l> =  ( 1232 4' 2"  2^ 31)  2 I [ cos" 3 <^ L'”2+n3-m3- iL ^1+! d</>
■ “ 2 x-----------v---------- /• 2
n
= v / 2 cos" 3 (¡>Lq d<p 
where a 4- /? =  723. Applying equation (A.3.16) to this integral we get
/ *
2 co s"3 <f>LqL^ d(p =  [(<? +  a  +  1)(<? -  a ) ] - *
"f
x J ^ - ( a  + |  -  n3) tan<^+ cos" 3 <f>Lg+1L^t d<f>
= ~[(q+a + l)[q- a)]“*
/ > O S - ^  ^ —(Æ — 5 ) t&n<f>+ ¿n, d (j)
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X
2
=  -[{q + a+l){q - a)]~*
r I 1
x /  cos713 (j>L“+l [(m + /3)(m -ß + l ) p  dtf> (B.3.10)
J ~ l
If we apply this calculation q — a times we will find that
n  p ,n>L«Lß # = : ( _ i r ? ) f . . ( n i + m n i .+  9 — n 3)!(g +  <*)! \ *
J 1 j ; V ( n i - 9  + n3)!(m -/? )!(? -a )!(2 g )!;
x J 2 cos"3 (f>LqL^-q d<f>
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Substituting the known expression for LJJ into this equation it becomes
(ni +  fi)\(ni + q ~  n3)!(g + a)! ^ 2
(ni - g  +  n3)!(ni -  (3)\(q -  a)\(2q)\ 
I f )  5 /_* “ s”*+9+1 « T *  (B-3.11)
To examine this integral we now re-examine equation (3.3.3). Multiplying this equa­
tion across by cos* r/> and examining the first term gives
/■i iJ 2L ™ ^  t.dL™ 
/ cos =  cos 0-----
dcf>
cos*-1 <f>s i n d f/Jd ü ?
2 d(t>
1(1 — 1) cos*-2 cj)L™ d(f) — / Z2 cos* (j)L™ dcp 
-f  J - f
cos* 2 (¡)(m2 — \)L™ — [n(n +  1) +  j] cos* 4>L™ dcf)
Prom this equation we can see that
f 2 cos*-2 4>L™ d 4> =  +  / 2 d <f> (B.3.12)
If we now examine
J cos1 cj)L™ dcj) = J cos* 0 [(n +  m + l)(n — m)] 2 (m + | ) t a n 0  +  —  ^ d</>
=  [(n + m + l)(n — m)] 2 /
•M
i /"t=  [(n +  m +  l)(n — m)] 2 / — (m — I +  ^) sin^cos* 1 <j>L™+l d0
" ~ 2"
=  [(n +  m -f- l)(n — m)(n -(- m +  2)(n — rn — 1)]_2 (m — Z + |)
/
“
(m — I +  | )  cos*-2 (j) +  (Z — m — |)  cos* <fi L™+2 d<p
-m+l d^ >
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A p p ly in g  equa tion  (B .3.12) to  th is  we get
f* 1 j-rm JJ. (m -l + h\ f{n + m  + 2)(n-m-l)
7_f C°S 0 " i^ Z + m + l y V  (n + m + l ) (n-m)
x  / cos* 4>L™+2 d<j> (B.3.13)
I f  we now  a p p ly  th is  g~n|+n i tim es to  equa tio n  (B .3.11) we f in d  th a t
[* cos9+n3+  ^cbL^dS =  ( - l ) 111^  (_______ (2g)!!(2n3)!!_______ ^
y _ a  1 V ( n 3 +  g - n i ) ! ! ( 9  +  n i  +  n 3 ) ! ! y
/ (2 m )!!(rt i -  n 3 +  g -  l) ! ! ( n i  +  n 3 -  q — 1)!!\  1 
\  (m +  n3 -  g) ! ! (n i -n3 +  g)!!(2ni -  1)!! /
/ 2L
2 cosn3+9+i  d 0  (B.3.14)
-f
w here n!! =  n (n  — 2 )(n  — 4 ) . . .  2 or 1 0!! =  (—1)!! =  1
N o t in g  th a t
f_ 1 ° * ’“ + , + 4 ^  =  ( i i o ^ ) 2 /_ !  coS“>+''+™+1'2 2
/1 .3  . . .  2 n i +  1 \  2 (n i +  g +  n 3) ( n i +  g +  n 3 — 2 ) . . .  2.2 
\  2 .2 .4 . . .  2 n i /  (m  +  g + n 3 +  l ) ( n i  +  g +  n 3 — 1 ) . . .  3.1
gives a f in a l exp ress ion  fo r equa tion  (B .3.14). U s in g  th is  we can  now  see th a t
/ _*  c o s - =  ( - 1 ) ^ «  ( (2 ,  +  1)(2ni +  *
x ____________ (2n3)!!(m  +  g - n 3 -  1)!!_________  (B.3.15)
(n 3 +  q -  n i) ! ! ( n i +  q +  n 3 +  l) ! ! ( n i  +  n 3 — g)!!
F i l l in g  th is  in to  th e  m a in  equa tion  w h ich  we were e x am in in g  (B .3 .4), we f in d  th a t
[>  pm i p m , p m 3 . d ,  =  (n i +  g — n 3 — 1)!! [^ (2m  +  l) (2 g  +  l) ( 2 n 3 +  1)] *
J_* ni q ns (n 3 +  g -  n i) ! ! ( n i +  g +  n 3 +  l) ! ! ( n i  +  n 3 -  g)!!
/ (w3 +  m 3)!(rti -  m Q !(g  -  m 2)!(n3 -  m 3) !\  5 
V ( n i + m i) ! ( g  +  m 2)! /
x  " y ? 3 ( - 1 ) 9 1  ni +mi+1(n 1 +  m i  +  t)!(g  +  n 3 -  m i  -  t)! ^  g ^  
^  i! ( n 3 — m 3 — ?)!(g — n 3 +  m i  +  *)Kn i  _  m i  — *)!
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F in a lly  to b r in g  th is  a l l  toge ther we have
/! V W
irn (  _  m 2) ‘(2n2 1) V* (  (2g +  1 ) (<jf +  wig)! \  5
~ WM  \  (n2 4-m2)! /  y v (ff — W»2)! /
(g + ni -  n3 -  1)!! [(2ni + l)(2g + l)(2w3 + 1)]*
(m + n3 -  g)!!(ni H- g + n3 4- l)!!(g +  n3 -  nj)!!
/  (n 3 4- m a )!(n i -  mi)!(<? -  7n 2)!(n 3 -  m 3 )! \  5 
\  2 ( n i + m i ) ! ( q +  m 2)! /
x n:y ^ 3 ( - l ) 17 TV 't3+mi+t(n1 -{-mi +t)!(g + n3 -  mi -  j)!
^  ¿!(??,3 — m 3 — i)\{q -  n 3 4- m \  4- ¿)!(7ij — m \  — i)!
(  (ni  -  ? n i) !(2 n i  +  1) \ *  ^  (  (2p +  l ) ( p  + m Q !  ^ =
m 2  V  ( n i + m i ) !  /  p  V  ( p - m i ) l  )
(n 2 4 - p  -  7i3 -  1)!! [(2p 4- l) (2 n a  4- l) ( 2 n 3 +  1)]*
(n 3 4- p  -  7i 2)!!(p 4- n 2 4- 7?,3 4- l) ! ! ( n 2 4- 7i 3 -  p)!!
/  (n3 + m3)!(p -  mi)!(n2 -  m2)!(rt3 -  7Ti3)!\  2 
X V 2 ( p 4 -m i) ! ( n 2 4 -m 2)! )
x  " y ? 3 ( - 1) " "a "A+w>>+*(n2 +  m ,2 +  i) !(p  4- W3 -  m 2 -  t}! g 17  
“  î!(? i3 -  m 3 — i) !(p  ~ 7i 3 4 - m 2 +  ¿)!(n2 — ? « 2 — ¿)!
where
<7 =  ?i2 ~  1, n 2 -  3 , . . . ,  ?n2 4-1  o r m 2 
p  =  r i i  — l , n i  — 3 , .  ,m i  4-1 o r m \
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